Sports Information

Golf Ouick Facts

The Office of Spores Information at Lynn
University, under the direction of Chad Beattie,
is responsible for the day-to-day publicity
efforts of its 11 NCAA Division II spores for
men and women. The primary functions of the
Lynn University Spores Information Office are
to service and accommodate the media in its
coverage of the entire intercollegiate athletics
department. The Spores Information Office,
located in the de Hoernle Center, handles a
myriad of press services, including, but not
limited to, the issuance of credentials, the
publication of media guides, game programs
and press notes as well as maintaining statistics
and upkeep of the website.

Location ... . .... .... Boca Raton, Fla., 33431

Members of the Sports Information Office will
assist you. with any day-of-game needs,
including player and coach information, ingame statistics and post-game notes and quotes.
Journalists and media covering Lynn University
Athletics benefit from working in a professional
and comfortable environment.
Members of the Sports Information staff are on
call virtually every day of the year, ' round the
clock in an effort to enhance the coverage of
Lynn University athletics.
Please kindly adhere to the following guidelines
when covering Lynn University athletics during
the 2007-08 academic year.

Founded .. . ... .. .. . .......... . ..... 1962
Enrollment ......... .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. 2,700
Nickname ......... . ... . ... Fighting Knights
Colors ... ...... . . . .. .. Royal Blue and White
Affiliation .. .. . .. . ... . . .. NCAA Division II
Conference. . . .Sunshine State (joined 1997)
President .... .. . .. . . .. . .. Dr. Kevin M . Ross
Sr. Vice President. . . .. . . ..Gregory J. Malfitano
Athletics Director. .. ... . . .. . .. Kristen Moraz

Men's Golf Coaching Staff
Head Coach .. ... Chris Greenwood (NC State)
SSC record at Lynn . . ... . . 61-28-2 (Two years)
Assistant Coach .. .. . ... . . . .. . .. . Eric Abreu
2006-07 SSC Record . .. . .. .... ... .. 26-25-1
2006-07 SSC Finish . . .. . ........ ... . T-5/9
Letterwinners Returning/Lost..... . . . ..... 9/9
National Championships/Last. .. 1/1996 (NAIA)

Women's Golf Coaching Staff
Head Coach.. ... ... Courtney Bibby (Lynn '03)

The role of the athletic program is to support
the overall University mission. Intercollegiate
competition has been an integral part of higher
education in America for more than a century.
The University endorses the concept of
"Athletics as Education" described in the policy
statement adopted by the American Council on
Education in 1984, which cites key
contributions ofathletics to the individual, the
institution, an.a society as a whole, as
follows: "Among these contribtuions are the
development of discipline, teamwork and selfconfidence of individuals who particpate, the
improvment and substance of institutional
reputations and morale, and the heightening of
visibility char aids in recruitment of students
and financial contributions." The basic premise
underlying rhese very positive contributions is
that athletics is , and musr continue to be, an
important part of the educational process.
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SSC record ar Lynn .. .. ... 84-51-2 (Four years)
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2006-07 SSC Record .. . ...... . . . .. . 32-13-2
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2006-07 SSC Finish . ... . .. . ... . ..... T-3/8
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ... .. . . . . . .. 6/3
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Messman's Office Phone .. . . .. (561) 237-7279
Messman's Cell Phone . . .... . .
Messman's email address ... jmessman@lynn.edu

Credits

Sports Information Fax . . ..... (561) 237-7409

Overnight Address
Sports Information
3601 North Military Trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5 598

The 2007-08 Lynn University Men's and
Women's Golf Media Guide is a product of
the Lynn University Sports Information
Office. The Guide was written and produced
by Chad Beattie and Jamie Magale with edits
by Jeffrey Messman and Jeff Schaly. All Studio
Photography by Brad Broome and action
shots by JC Ridley and Jeffrey Messman.
Layout and design by Rob Gertzman and
printing done by Mid-South Fine Printing.

Gameday Services

In Cyberspace

Prior to all home contests, members of the media
will be supplied with the latest information
including up-to-date statistics, current rosters,
media guides and game notes when applicable. At
halftime and following each contest, statistics will
be furnished as well. Media members needing
space to file post-game stories will be provided a
desk and phone lines somewhere in dose proximity
to the site of the event. A fax machine will also be
provided to members of the media as well.

Gameday Interview Procedures
Following

the

NCAA-mandated

10-minute

cooling-off period Lynn University coaches and
student-athletes will be made available

to

address

the ~edia post-game. Members of the media
should inform a Lynn University Sports

Lynn University athletic information including,
but not limited to rosters, schedules, statistics,
releases and game notes can be accessed through
the University's official website at
www.lynn.edu/athletics. Information of Lynn
University's Sunshine State Conference opponents
can be accessed through the SSC's official website
at www.sunshinestatcconference.com.

NCAA Guidelines and the Media
Media members should be aware of several
NCAA Rules that apply to student-athletes. If
there is ever a question if any media-related
activity or event involving a Lynn University
student-athlete could evolve into a possible
NCAA violation, contact the Office of Sports
Information for an interpretation. Areas of
concern include: Coaches and University
Officials cannot make comments on prospective

student-athletes until they sign a National
Letter of Intent. A coach cannot comment on a
prospective student-athlete who verbally
commits to an institution. Moreover, the
Office of Sports Information cannot release any
information of prospective student-athlete,
until a signed National Letter oflntent is received.
Coaches and athletic staff arc not permitted to
write guest columns for publications.
Do not ask student-athletes to endorse products.
Commercial photographers cannot provide
student-athletes or their families with images
free of charge.
Student-athletes may not be used in
advertisements or endorsements of products,
including media-related publications or on radio.
Student-athletes are not permitted to conduct
interviews for 1-900 services.

Information representative as to whom they
wish to speak with following the game to make the
process Aow smoothly. As a general rule all Lynn
coaches and student-athletes will be unavailable for
comment on gamcdays prior to the start of
competition. The interviews will generally take
place in a pre-determined area adjacent to or in the
immediate proximity of the particular team's locker
room or bench area. Every effort will be made to
make visiting coaches and student-athletes
available to the media as well. All locker room
facilities and the training room are off limits to the
media at all times.

Non-Gameday Interviews
All interviews with Lynn University coaches and
student-athletes will be arranged through the
Sports Information Office with at least 24 hours
notice given. Coaches can normally be contacted
in their offices during the mornings while

FRESHMAN, S ECKY KOHBERGER

interviews with student-athletes arc encouraged ro
be conducted either prior to or following practice.
Media wishing to attend practice must make
arrangements at least 24 hours in advance but are
subject

to

closure at the discretion of the head

coach or athletics administration.

Credentials
Credentials for all Lynn University home contests
are available to members of the working print and
clccuonic media. Simply contact the Sports
Information Office to be credentialed. For
members of the local media, all-sport credentials
will be issued.
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Associated Press-Miami
Boca Raton News
Miami Herald
Palm Beach Post
Sun-Sentinel
WPTV-Channel 5
WPBF-Channel 25
WPEC-Channel 12
ESPN Radio
Collegiate Sports
Sunshine State Cont.

(800)
(561)
(800)
(800)
(800)
(561)
(561)
(561)
(561)
(561)
(407)

(305) 594-9265
(561) 893-6677
(305) 376-2295
(561 ) 820-4481
(954) 356-4676
(561! 653-5719
(561) 624-1089
(561) 881-0731
(561) 697-8525
(561) 393-6376
(407) 248-8325

Mario Sarmento
Sports Desk
Marcus Nelson
Craig B~r11es
Ryan Lieber
Jim Abath
Pat Murphy
Lance Davis
Dan Dzurnak
Kelly Harrison

824-5498
893-6625
866-3375
432-7595
776-6979
653-5730
694-2525
882-0818
697-8353
570-5726
248-8460

N/A

Men's Golf Preview
The last remnants of Lynn University's 2005
NCAA National Tournament team have
graduated but the new crop of Fighting
Knights are committed to getting back to the
national stage.
Head coach Chris
Greenwood has assembled a solid cast of
youth and experience that should propel
Lynn to a trip to Houston, Texas, site of the
2008 NCAA National Championship.
"We expect to compete for a conference
championship and get ourselves back co the
national tournament," said Greenwood,
whose squad advanced to the NCAA Super
Regional Tournament for the fifth
consecutive year. "Lase season was a learning
experience for myself and the team. Across
the board, everyone was in a new position
and undertaking roles unfamiliar to them.
This year our players are more comfortable
in their roles and are better prepared for the
rigors of the season."

can also count on Fletcher Coonan,
Campbell Gordon, James Hirshfield,
Morgan Holmes and Dean Walters to push
for playing time as they combined to play 45
rounds lase season.
The newest additions, Marcus Williams,
Jordan Holley, Alex Kang, Zak Kozuchowski
and David Rose each have strengths that will
make it hard for Coach Greenwood to keep
chem out of the lineup.
"Marcus [Williams] and Jordan [Holley]
were two of the premier junior college golfers

in the country last season," said Greenwood.
"They both shot in the low to mid 70s and
should compete for playing time.
"Kang was one of the top junior golfers
coming out of North Carolina," Greenwood
adds. "He has tremendous talent, evident by
him shooting 64-70 to win a tournament at
the age of 17. I'm also going to be interested
in seeing how Kozuchowski and Rose
progress throughout the year, mainly because
both hail from up north and will be getting
their first chances to practice and play year
round."

PING All-South Region selection Scott
Aydelotce returns and will be counted on to
be the cop golfer. He tallied a 74.68 scoring
average and notched six top-10 finishes in 11
tournaments. Other returners in contention
for one of the four remaining starting
positions at the opening tournament
September 24-25 are Greg Gonzales, Patricio
Salem and Casey Schrader.
"Four of our top five from last year return
and we've added two junior college transfers
and three freshmen," Greenwood said. "It's
a very good mix of youth and experience.
Bue you can't underestimate the presence of
our returning players, who shot six-under the
final round of the NCAA Regional
Tournament."
Federico Celano, after taking a year off from
playing golf, finished second on the squad
with a 75.07 scoring average while Gonzales
came into his own with a 75.2 average and
rwo top-10 finishes. He also nearly qualified
for the U.S. Open, making it through the
opening cut of the first round qualifier
before dropping out rn the second
tournament.
Salem, younger brother of former Fighting
Knight Sebastian Salem, saw action in six
tournaments as a freshman and closed out
the season with a 77. 0 scoring average.
Schrader only participated in three round,
but has come back to school determined to
push his teammates for playing time. Lynn

SENIOR , FEDERICO CELANO

Chris Greenwood enters his third year as head coach of
the Lynn University men's golf team. Under his guidance
the Fighting Knights have consistently been ranked as one
of the nation's best programs, evident by the team's 44th
ranking amongst all NCAA Division schools by Golf Digest this past year.
Overseeing a young squad in 2006-07, Greenwood still
managed to push his team enough to earn their fifth consecutive bid to the NCAA South/South Central Regional
Tournament. He also saw one player earn PING AllSouth Region honors and another named as a
GCAA/Cleveland Golf Academic All-American Scholar.
In just two years with the Knights , Greenwood has
coached three All-Americans, three All-South Region selections and two Academic All-Americans.
In his first year, Greenwood directed the Blue and White
to their best season since joining the NCAA in 1996-97.
The formet Canadian Golf Tour veteran managed a Fighting Knights squad which won a program record four tournaments, recorded its best finish at the NCAA National
Championship (fourth overall), won the Sunshine State
Conferc!nce Tournament for the second time in three years
and had the lowest team scoring average in school history
(75 .24). All the while he became the second coach to win
SSC Coach of the Year.
Greenwood came to Lynn after a I 2-year playing career on
the Canadian Golf Tour. The Valdese, N .C., native tallied six professional wins, multiple top-ten finishes and
set a tournament record with a 22-under par at the Eagle
Creek Classic. He has also played on tours such as the
PGA, Nationwide, Tight Lies, Nike, South African PGA,
Australasia PGA and the Dakotas tour.
While on the Canadian Tour, Greenwood served as the
United States Players Representative on the Board of Directors and the Tour representative to Srixon, ensuring all
players have the correct equipment for each tournament.
A member of the North Carolina State University golf
team from I 990-92 , Greenwood notched one tournament
victory at the John Ryan Memorial hosted by Duke University. Following his playing career he joined the Wolfpack as an assistant coach. As an assistant, he was in
charge of all practice operations and B-team tournaments .
Greenwood graduated from NC State with a Bachelor of
Arts in General Communications with a concentration in
public relations. Prior to NC State, he attended Virginia
Tech where he was an All-Conference selection as a freshman. He is married to the former Nancy Christine Gorey
and the couple has two daughters, Savannah Christine (4years old) and Mackenzie Elizabeth (3-year old).

3rd Season

Eric Abreu begins his third season as the assistant coach
after an illustrious 14-year career as head coach. Abreu
enjoyed one of his most successful seasons in the 2004-05
season, helping guide the Lynn University men's golf team
to

an eighth place finish at the NCAA Championships, the

program's first NCAA Championship appearance.
Under Abreu's tenure, the Fighting Knights claimed the
2003-04 Sunshine State Conference Championship,
advanced to the NCAA South Regional Tournament four
times and won the 1996 NAIA National Championship.
A native of Madeira, Portugal, Abreu also serves as LU's
assistant men's soccer coach. A former professional soccer
player, Abreu spent 21 years honing his skills in South
Africa, Hong Kong, the Phillipines, New Zealand, Japan
and Australia. He was chosen to represent both Japan and
Hong Kong in league elect matches.
Following the completion of his playing career, Abreu
came to Lynn, arriving in 1985 as an assistant to thencoach Roy Wiggemansen. Instrumental in recruiting a
number of key players which helped to begin the storied
history of Fighting Knight soccer, Abreu was a member of
the coaching staff in 1987 as the Knights captured the
first-ever national title in school history.
Abreu left Boca Raton in 1989 to spend four years in
Europe, returning in 1993 as the head women's golf coach,
a position he held for one year before assuming control of
the men's golf program in 1994. Under his direction, the
men's golf team claimed the 1996 NAIA National Title.
In the fall of 1996, he rejoined the men's soccer staff under
current coach Shaun Pendleton and has been on the LU
bench ever since.
Born Eric Agostinho Abreu on Feb. 28, 1945, he is
currently single and resides in Boca Raton.

3rd Season

• Lynn University's men's golf program has captured two Sunshine State Conference Tournament
Titles (2004 and 2006)
• The Fighting Knights are one of six different programs at Lynn to capture a national title (1996
NAIA National Championship)
• Two men's golf coaches have been selected as SSC Coach of the Year (Eric Abreu-2004 and
Chris Greenwood-2006)
• Two men's golfers have been named SSC Golfer of the Year (Keir McNicoll-2004 and Hoyt
McGarlty-2006)
• Lynn University has reached the NCAA Tournament five consecutive years and six times overall
since joining the NCAA in 1996-97
• The Fighting Knights have 1~ All-America selections while six men's golfers have multiple
selections (Hoyt McGarity, Keir McNicoll, Andrew Farmer Henrik Nystrom, Ralph Garofano and
Peter Cherry)
• In 2007 Henrik Nystrom became the first men's golf selected into the Lynn University Athletics
Hall of Fame
• Current PGA Tour standout Stephen Ames played one season of golf at Lynn in the late 19B0's.
• Former Lynn University players who went on to excel on the professional level include
Henrik Nystrom (European PGA Tour) and Alan Fort (South American Tour).
• Former Knight linkster Andy Farmer represented Great Britain and Ireland in the 1999
Walker Cup.
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HOMETOWN/PREVIOUS SCHOOL
Apache Junction, Arlz./South Mountain CC
Milan, ltaly/lnstituto San Luca
Maitland, Fla./Winter Park HS
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla./Dwyer HS
Toronto, Ontario, Canada/St. Andrews
Hertfordshire, U.K./ Bushey Mads School
Greensboro, N C./Cape Fear CC
Johannesburg, South Africa/Redhill HS
Hickory, N.C./Fred T. Foard HS
Potomac, Md./Winston Churchill HS
Warren, Mich./De La Salle HS
Milan ltaly/Liceo Suentifico Collegio
Vancouver, B.C. Canada/Heritage Academy
Lima, Peru/Markham College
Boynton Beach, Fla./Elon University
Johannesburg, South Africa/Edenglen HS
Missoula, Mont./Mesa CC

HEAD COACH: CHRIS GREENWOOD
ASSISTANT: ERIC ABREU

Junior (2006-07): Participated in all 11 tournaments ...
shot a team leading 7 4.68 stroke average over 31
rounds ... his 31 rounds played ties him for fourth place in
program history .. . shot IO rounds of par or better ...
recorded six cop-ten finishes including one top-five
finish ... shot a career-low round of 70 at both the Coker
College Invite (9/25-26) and the SE Collegiate
Tournament (3/18-20) ... finished with a career-low 217
over three rounds at the SE Collegiate which tied him for
fourth overall. .. shot a 224 at the Panther Invite (3/4-6),
which was good for seventh individually ... shot a 226 at
the SSC Tournament (4/15-17), which tied him for 8th
place ... named the Fighting Knights' Most Valuable
Player ... selected to the PING All-South Region team.
Sophomore (2005-06): Played for Travis Brown at South
Mountain Community College ... played at the No. I
posicion ... finished with a 73.75 scoring average ... ranked
14th individually in the NJCAA ... all-region selection.
Freshman (2004-05): Played at the No. 3 position at
Souih Mountain C.C ... carried a 73 .65 scoring
average ... finished 19th at the NJCAA National
Championship ... all-region selection.
High School: Played for Jerry Burgess at Apache Junction
High School ... four-year letterwinner ... named player of
the year as a junior and senior .. . three-time regional
champion and runner-up at state championship as a
senior.
Personal: Born Scott James Aydelotte on April 23, 1986
in Mesa, Ariz ... son of Jim Aydelotte and Kathy Brakus ...
sports and recreation managmenc major ... enjoys snowboarding,
wake boarding, motorcycling and fishing in his spare
time ... describes himself as an adventurer and outgoing.
Low 18: 70/Twice, SE Intercollegiate (3/18-20, 2007)
Low 36: 142/Coker Invite (9/25-26, 2006)
Low 54: 217/ SE Intercollegiate (3/18-20, 2007)

Best Finish: T-4th/ SE Intercollegiate (3/ 18-20, 2007)

Junior (2006-07): Participated in 10 tournaments ... second on the team with a 75.07 scoring average over 28
rounds ... had two top-ten finishes ... tied a career-low
round of 69 at the Rollins Invite (10/30-31), Titan Winter Invite (2/4-6), North Alabama Invite (4/1-3) and the
NCAA Regionals (5/7-9) ... finished tied for third with a
222 at the Panther Invite (3/4-6) ... shot a 146 in two
rounds at the North Alabama Invite which tied him for
7th ... shot a 229 at the SSC Tournament (4/15-17), which
was good for 11th place individually ... named Fighting
Knight's Most Improved Player.
Sophomore (2005-06): Did not participate.
Freshman (2004-05): Participated in nine rounds over
three tournaments ... finished with a 75.78 scoring average ... logged one top-10 finish ... shot a first round 74 and
a 223 over three rounds at the Spartan Invite (10/10-12),
his first career tournament. .. shor a career low 69 in the
second round of the NSU Unicco Invite (10/16-18) and
closed out the tournament with a personal best threerouno total of 215, tying for I 0th individually.
Prior to Lynn: Member of the Italian National Team from
1998-2003 ... had
a
very
distinguished
juniors
career ... helped lead the Italian National Team to a top finish at the Italian Championship in 2002 while also taking
first individually ... finished in the top-three at the Italian
Championships in 1999 and 2000.
Personal: Born Federico Celano on May 25, 1984 in
Milan, ltaly ... son of Vincento Celano and Vercesi Ornella ... international business major ... enjoys playing soccer in his free time ... describes himself as kind and
friendly.
Low
Low
Low
Best

18: 69/Five Times, NCAA Regional (5/7-9, 2007}
36: 146/Twice, North Alabama Invite (4/1-3, 2007)
54: 215/NSU Unicco (10/16-18, 2004)
Finish: T-3rd/Panther Invite (3/4-6, 2007)
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Junior (2006-07): Participated in nine tournaments ...
fourth on the team with a 75.6 scoring average over 25
rounds ... finished the season with one top-five
performance and two top ten finishes ... shoe a season-low
219 in three rounds at che Spartan Invite (10/9-10), which
tying him for fifth overall ... shot a 227 over three rounds
at the SSC Tournament (4/15-17), which was good for
10th overall. .. selecced as a GCAA/Cleveland Golf AllAmerican Scholar.
Sophomore (2005-06): Participated in four tournaments ...
finished sixth on the team with a 76.36 scoring
average .. .logged one top-five and two top-10
finishes ... shoc a 228 at the Spartan In vice (10/9-11) in his
first career tournament ... tied for ninth at the Matlock
Classic (2/12-14) with a three-round total of 224 ... helped
the Fighting Knights to a first place finish at che
Buccaneer Invite (3/5-7), shooting a career low 69 in the
second round en route ro a 216 total and fourth place
individual finish ... named the Fighting Knights' Most
Improved Player.
Freshman (2004-05): Attended Palm Beach Communiry
College.
High School: Three-year letter winner at Dwyer High
School under J.D. Brown and Kevin Scerling ... named
most improved player as a sophomore and junior. ..
improved scoring average by three strokes from sophomore
to senior season, recording a 36 scoring average over nine
holes in his last season ... earned the Academy of Finance
Silver Award (3.0-3.5 GPA) all four years ... member of
Future Business Leaders of America.
Personal: Born Gregory Patrick Gonzales on August 5,
1985 ... son of Dan Gonzales and Wendy Murnan ...
business administration major ... describes himself as
determined, spontaneous, outgoing and fun ... career
ambition is to play on the PGA Tour.
Low
Low
Low
Best

18: 69/Buccaneer Invite (3/5-7, 2006)
36: 146/Coker Invite (4/23-24, 2006)
54: 219/Twice, Spartan Invite (10/9-10, 2006)
Finish: 4th/Buccaneer Invite (3/5-7, 2006)

t 11. 155 lbs.
Palm 8iach .Ganlcns, Fla.
High School

Junior (2006-07): Participated in three tournaments ...

had an 80.33 stroke average over nine rounds ... finished
with a 54-hole season-best 234 at the Spartan Invite
(10/9-10).
Sophomore (2005-06): Participated in one tournament. ..

shot a career-low 54-hole total of 231 at the Indian Bayou
classic (9/19-20).
Freshman (2004-05): Played in 12 rounds over four fall

tournaments ... finished

with

an

80.41

scoring

average ... tied for 22nd individually at the Saint Leo Invite
(10/3-5), tying his then career-low 54-hole score of
235 ... shot a career-low 73 in the final round of the
Spartan Invite ( 10/ l 0-12) to finish 70th individually.
High School: Played for coach Robert Giel at St.

Andrews;·. three-year letterwinner in golf... named most
improved

in

2002 ... helped

lead

team

to

CISAA

Championship in 2003 ... named to the 2003 Canadian
GolfTeam .. . four-year letterwinner in skiing.
Personal: Born Duncan Campbell Gordon on October 13,

1985 in Toronto, Ontario, Canada ... son of Duncan
Gordon and Kathy Pritchard ... liberal arts major ... lists
cars, fishing and the outdoors as his hobbies ... describes
himself as kind, easy going, hard working and funny.
Low 18: 73/Sparran Invite (10/10-12, 2004)
Low 36: NIA
Low 54: 231/Tndian Bayou Classic (9/19-20, 2005)
Best Finish: T-22nd/Sainc Leo lnvire (10/3-5, 2004)
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Sophomore (2006-07): Participated in one tournament ...

shot a season-low round of 78 in the second round of the
Spartan Invite (10/9-10).
Freshman (2005-06): Attended Elon University.
High School: Played for Tuffy Clark at Atlantic High

School .. . four -year

letterwinner ... recorded

nine-hole

scoring averages of 36.8 as a freshman, 36.6 as a
sophomore, 36.5 as a junior and 36.3 as a senior.
Personal: Born Casey Pouyer Schrader on April 20, 1987

in West Palm Beach, Fla ... son of Pat Schrader ... has one
brother named Matr ... business administration major ...
describes himself as dedicated and driven.
Low 18: 78/Spartan Invite (10/9-10, 2006)

Low 36: NIA
Low 54: 248/Spartan Inv ire (10/9-l 0, 2006)
Best Fmish: 89rh/Sparran Invite (10/9-10, 2006)

~
t > 185 lbs.
c Palm Beach, Fla.
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Sophomore (2006-07): Participated in three tournaments .. .

recorded a 77. 63 stroke average in eight rounds ... shot a
career-low round of 71 at the SE Collegiate (3/ I 820) .. . fired an impressive round of73 at the Panther Invite
(3/18-20).
R-Freshman (2005-06): Played in three rournaments ... tied

for 16th individually at the Indian Bayou Classic (9/1920)

after

shooting

a

career-low

224 ,

including

back-to-back rounds of 73 ... shot a 24 I at the Spartan
Invite (10/9-1 !) ... closed out the season with a 248 at the
"NSU Spring Classic (3/24-25).
Freshman (2004-05): Did not participate due to a

redshirc.
Prior to Lynn: Recorded a 72.3 scoring average for the

South African Junior Foundation in 2003 .. . reached the
quarterfinals of the South African Boys Ul 9 golf
tournamenr. .. won Junior Club Championship at State
Mines .. . finished third ar the Junior "Silver Vase" golf
tournament held at Royal Johannesburg and Kensington
Golf Club .. . participant on the U 19 Eastern Gauteng
provincial golf team . .. also an accomplished baseball
player ... selected for U 15 South African Baseball Team.
Personal: Born Dean Brian Walters on September 6, 1985

in Johannesburg, South Africa ... son of Brian and Heidi
Walrers .. . international business major .. . describes himself
as outgoing, honest and committed.
Low I 8: 71/SE Collegiate (3/ 18-20 , 2007)
Low 36: 158/North Alabama (4/1-3, 2007)
Low 54: 224/Indian Bayou Classic (9/19-20, 2005)
Best Finish: T- !6th/Indian Bayou Classic (9/ 19-20, 2005)

6
,_ . lGS lbs.
I, h,1nn hur~, South Africa

Eden~n High School

Freshman (2006-07): Participated in eight tournaments . ..

finished with a 77.27 stroke average, sixth on the team ,
over 22 rounds .. . shor a career-low 222 over three rounds
at the Spartan Invite (10/9-10) which tied him for 11th
overall. .. shot a career-low 149 in two rounds at the Coker
College Invite (9/25-26) ... shoe a low round of 70 at both
the Spartan and the North Alabama Invite (4/1-3).
High School: Played for Mike Lutz at Winter Park High

School. .. four-year lerrerwinner. .. helped the Wildcats ro
back-to-back District Championships (2005-06) ... named
first team all-conference and all-county as a senior ... won
the individual district championship in 2006 ... recorded a
scoring

average

of 34.1

(nine

holes) ... all-county

honorable mention in 2005.
Personal: Born Fletcher Christian Coonan on October 2,

198 7 in Cincinnati , Ohio .. . son of John and Sallie
Coonan ... business administration major ... career ambition
is ro become a banker. .. describes himself as outgoing,
athletic and ambitious.
Low 18: 70/Twice, North Alabama (4/13, 2007)
Low 36: 144/Coker Invite (9/25-26, 2006)
Low 54: 222/Twice, Rollins Invite (10/30-31, 2006)

Best Finish: T - 11 ch/Spartan Invite (10/9-10, 2006)

Freshman (206-07): Did not participate in any events.
Pri or to Lynn: Played with the Dyrham Park traveling

golf team for three years (2004-06) .
Personal: Born James Isaac Hirshfield on June 9, 1985 in

Watford, United Kingdom . .. son of Tan and Carolyne
Hirshfield ... business administration major ... lists team
motivation as the most satisfying part of collegiate
athletics ... describes himself as confident, amusing an d
dedicated.

Low 18: N/A
Low 36: N /A
Low 54: N/A

Best Fi.rush: N / A

6-foat-3, 150 lbs.
Hortfordshire, United Kingdom
Bushey Mads School

Freshman (2006-07): Did not participate in any events.
High School: Played for Steve Barker at Redhill High
School. .. three year letterwinner. .. helped team to a top20 ranking all three years.
Personal: Born Morgan Grant Holmes on August 23,
1985 in Johannesburg, South Africa ... son of Wallace and

Cynthia

Holmes .. . business

administration

major. ..

describes himself as kind, honest, generous and caring.
Low 18: NIA
Low 36: NIA
Low 54: NIA
Best Finish: N / A

lbs.
South
Redhill HS

Freshman

(2006-07):

Participated

in

two

tournamencs ... finished with a stroke average of 83.67 over
six rounds ... fired a career-best 78 in the final round of the
Spartan Invite (10/9-10).
High School: Played for Arnold Tarzy at Winston
Churchill High School. .. three-year letterwinner ... helped
guide the Bulldogs to a 54-0 record and three state titles
in three years ... named to the Washington Post All-Met
First Team and first team all-county as a senior ... 2005-06
individual state champion ... holds a career scoring average
of 35 (nine holes).
Personal: Born Devin Alexander Kay on December 31,
1987 in Potomac, Md ... son of Michael and Randi
Kay ... business administration major ... describes himself as
athletic, funny and motivated.
Low 18: 78/Spartan Invite (10/9-10, 2006)

L$¥36:N/A
Low 54: 240/Spartan Invite (I 0/9-10, 2006)

Best Finish: T-72nd/Spartan Invite (I 0/9-10, 2006)

'i-lu111 I O 21 0 lbs-.
I>otoqiac, Md.

Winston Churchill HS:
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Freshman (2006-07): Participated in six tournaments ...

fifth on the team with a stroke average of 77 .0 over 17
rounds ... shot a 228 in his first career tournament, the
Coker College Invite (9/25-26) ... saved his best round and
tournament for last, shooting a 69 in the final round en
route to a 223, both season-lows, at the NCAA South
Regional Tournament (5/7-9) .
High School: Played golf at Markham College ... also

participated in soccer.
Personal: Born Patricio Carlos Salem on November 17,

1987 in Montreal, Canada ... son of Daniel and Cristi na
Salem .. . business

administration .. . brother

Sebastian

played for the Fighting Knights from 2002-06.
Low 18: 69/NCAA Regional (5/7-9, 2007 )
Low 36: 158/Norch Alabama (4/1-3, 2007)
Low 54: 223 /NCAA Regional (5/7-9, 2007)

Best Finish: T-21st/NCAA Regional (5/7-9 , 2007)

5-FOOT-9 , 150 LBS.

6·FOOT·5 , 195 LBS.
GREEN llO
C,
CAP

FEAR

c.c

Sophomore (2006-07): Played for
Rick Stewart at Cape Fear Community College .. .led the Sea Devils, while setting a program record,
wich a 74.16 scoring average over
18 rounds. finished the ~r
ranked 34th in the nation for
NJCAA Division I .earned
medalist honors at the Lee-Nissan
Barron lntm::ollcgiate . . concluded
career at Cape fClll" CC with 14
top-10 finishes in 25 tournaments .. NJCMAll-Region selec-

tion.
Freshman (200S-06): I' n,·J ,
Cape Fear CC. .. led the
r>.-, iI,

with a 74.43 ·,< , 111r, a,rr.i , .
which ranked 11m ,·it:hth
1"
nation for
IC \/1 Division

I.

1110k 1111:-1L.I,
l r,,,r twioe;
th.e Hurricane Fullisades ll!"rercol-

legiate and Don lf!'aif Invitational . won the !ong driving
contest at the l .1 ~..Lejune !nteroollegiatc with a drive ,
~
yards. NI ( \ All-Region sdevrion.

High School: Played for Joe
Franks at Grimsley Senior High
School. three-year
letterwinner .led the Whlrlics in S(;Oring
average hi5 jwuor and senior
year ... took medalist honors at tbc
Bryan Park Junior and KalifSickle
Cell Invitational . .. all-region selection as a Junior .also lettered in
basketball, soccer and baseball.

Personal: Born Jordan Blair Holley on Decembet 15 1983 in
Georgetown, Taas, .son of David

and

HICKORY, N.C.
FRED T. F OARD HS

Chri5rine Holley .has two
brothers, Jonathan ( I OJ and Josh~
(8). .international
business
major . .. enjoys going to the beach,
reading
and
playing
the
drums .. favorite bands include Incubus, Bob Marley and Radiohead describes himself as
outgoing, fun and considerate.

High

School: ,rlayed f ,r
Coach Howard at ,rred
Foard High Sc.hool. lrnl vc.H
hmcrwioner finished flt,h ;,u
the race championsh ,p h ,•
senior ~ ar.
Personal: Born Alex King on
October ·"· 1988 in Korea.
ion of Sang and Pu lung.
international busi!lcss m-;ijor
dellCJ:ibcs himsdf ,. compas~ionate,
dedicated and , , I' 11 · ·c

OE

6-FOOT, 200 LBS.
111/Aflf!E~, I '
LA SALLE Ccu.Er. IA IL

High School, Played for coach
Doug McKay at De La Salle
Collegjare High School. loul'-)'C3"
ner·"' , , , . .had ., 72.3 scoring
"'" · •c as a senior won five
t-.li<.ln n High School Athletic
' " ' LJ IUII} tides; co-medalist at
the ~1HS~State Chameionship,
rwo--.ine It,,,. , ,wl medalist and
[), , , , medalist .
helped I h Pilots " four {(gional
d, •rin , 1p , tw~ district titles
and two . , 111 111 title .. twO'time
Macomb , 1111 11 l,ol · of the
YcaT . •two-time ,Christt
High
School Arhlctic Leag i11 AllCatholic Team alid M1' SAA
All-Seate selection.
~ m t 1, the
MHSAA Golf Suptt- .in1
ii
Honor.ible Mention \U .. -aJ~m i,
as senior . also l.r1c ('J i1
baseball. thr«-time Ml I A,
A I ·m,, All-Dimict and 1 <>time c.1 ·n, • All-Re.gii:>n
CHSL · I-< , ,, 1 Team and Fim
Team All-Ma
uniy , a
senior and MH
Division 1
First Team .'\ll-5 ate as
junior. . . pitched two ..: re , no-hitters ... graduated "Summ Cum
Laude" a nd was a 2007 l.a le>(,
Board AP Schol a r , , h
Distinct ion ... active in Nation~
Honor Society.
Personal: Born Zachary Alfi
Kozuchowski on Novemb4 ~.
1988 in Detroit, Mich .. 11 of
David and Laura Ku,ud ~ 1
has one brother, Bil l (26 •
International , mm I i, .11" ,.
major.. , n ,,, . lmeningt.v inusic

a ~ r.,\lnl'.
fit..,lisrs che
\h.rw Ii., . Rt m p,irn, as his
favorite !ll!'ovie.. . d escribes
11

as focused, dedicated and

"frimiscic.

6-FOOT-2, 160 LBS.
SITORI, ITALY
LICEO SUENTIFICO COLLEGIO

5-FOOT-10, 160 LBS.
VANCOUVER , BC, CANADA
HERITAGE ACADEMY (S.C.)

Prior to Lynn: Also an
accomplished skier. .. won a
regional championship and
finished l 0th at the Italian
national championship in
2001.

Prior to Lynn: Participated on
the International Junior Golf
Tour. .. took fifth at the
Canadian Club Champions
Championship with a four-round
total of 288 (69-71 -72-76) in
2007 ... won medalist honors at
the 2007 IJGT Oyster Reef
with a 36-hole score of 146
and placed first at the 2006
IJGT at World Woods with a
two-day total of 140 ... al so
participated in the Canadian
Junior Golf Association versus
Scotland and the United
States.

Persona!: Born Jacopo Giulio
Mazzola on March 1, 1989 in
Milan, Italy .. . son of Luca and
Giulia Mazzola .. . has one sister,
rniliJ (11) .. . hospitality
, r _major.

Personal: Born David John
Rose on May 24 , 1989 in
Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada ... son of John and
Susan Rose .. . has two siblings,
a twin brother M~ (18) and
Liz
Jr

major.

6-FOOT-3, 175 LBS
MISSOULA, MT.
MESA C.C.

Freshman (2006-07): Played
for John Gerrero at Mesa
Community College ... second
on the Thunderbirds in scoring
average, 73 .17, and was ranked
ninth in the nation for NJ CAA
Division II.. . NJ CAA AllRegion
and
All-America
selection .
High School : Played for Wes
Appelt at Big Sky High
School. .. four-year letterwinner ...
helped the Eagles to a Montana
State Championship as a
s e nior, earning All-State
accolades in the process.
Personal: Born Marcus Maclay
Williams on January 23, 1982
in Missoula, Mt ... son of Fran
Maclay ... international
business major .. . c,1
I ,I,
and art .. . li,1
1,u.1
Suspects as 1 I ,r , , ~ movie
and Hoo ·
1 1<' BJ.,
,
his favo
nd

COKER CULLeGE INVITE

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INVITE

Host Institution . . . . . _ . . .. .. .Coker College
Location . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. ... .Orlando, Fla.
Course . ... .. . Ora nge County National G .C.
Par/Yardage . . . . . . . . , .. ....... 72/7,277
Host SID . . .. . . .... •.• , • .. Christian Stryker
SID Email . ....... . , .-0stryker@coker.edu
SID Phone . . . • , . . .
. .. (843) 383-8068

Host lnstitutio , . .
, . . . . . U.C.-San Diego
Location. . . . . ..... San Ju
Capistrano, CA
Course . . . . . . . . . . . . • .... .Marebella C.C.
Par/Yardage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .70/6,563
Host SID . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . avid Wahlstrom
SID Email . . . . . . • . . ,dwahl trom @ucsd.edu
SID Phone . . . .
• .. , .(858) 534-8437

SPAR.TAN lNVITE

SOUTHEASTERN COLLEGIATE

Host Institution . . , • . . . . . . . .. ... Tampa
Location . . P . • , . • • • . . • . , . ~ .Tampa, Fla.
Course . . . ,., . .
• . ... . Rogers Park G.C.
Par/Yardag~ . . . . . . . •.... . . _ . .. .71/6,802
Host SID . . . . .
. ... . .... Tom Kolbe
SID Email .. '"-· . ..
. . . . . . .tkolbe@ut.edu
SID Phone ... . ;-.. . . .... ,-,,: .. (813) 257-3473

Host Institution . . . . . . .. ...... .Valdosta St.
Location ... . . . , . . .. . . ... . .Valdosta, Ga.
Course . . . . . . . ...... Ki derlou Forest G.C.
Par/Yardage .. , . .... .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .TBA
Host SID . .. . .. . . , . ... •• .. . .. Shawn Reed
SID Email. . .. . .. . . . . . msre d @valdosta.edu
SID Phone . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .(229) 333-5903

NSU FALL CLASSIC

Host . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , • Nova Southeastern
Location . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . ... Davie, Fla.
Course . .. • ,. , .• . . .
. . . PGA National-Haig
Par/Yardag~ ..
TBA
Host SID. :~
. . •. , • . ... , .. . . Jeff Kelley
SID EmaK -:' . .
. • . .. . jaffl<ell@nova.edu
SID Phone . . . . . . . • .. . ... (954) 262-8275

:,j ... ....... './ ~:,... ..

ROLLINS COLLEGE INVITE

Host Institution . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .... Rollins
Location . . . . . . . .. •.•. , .Winter Park, Fla.
Course .. ..•.
. Forest Lake G.C.
Par/Yardage . . . . .
. . . ........... TBA
Host SID . . . . . . . . . .
. . . , ... Nate Weyant
SID Email . . . .. .. ... .n eyan@ rollins.edu
SID Phone .. .. ~OLS.. . . . . . (407) 646-2661

BUCCANEER

INVI T E

li.tv. .. ...... ..

Host lnstitutio~~~Y
Barry
Location .. .. .. -.~
-~ ;,;-.6 · ... Miami, Fla.
Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Westview C.C.
Par/Yardage . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. . .. .. TBA
Host SID . ·0- . . . . . . . .... .Dennis Jezek
SID Email . -~· . ••_. _. jezek@ mail.barry.edu
SID Phone ... %-ERS' ... .(305) 899-3897
ARGONA UT

INVITE

Host Institution , ..
.. .... West Florida
Location ... ,
. . . . .Gu lf Breeze, Fla.
Course . . . , . . . . .
. ..Tige r Point G.C.
. • . . !A-. , .. .. 72/7,041
Par/Yardage
Host SID .....•.
. . . . .fl! , . .Joey Cooke
SID Email . 11. . . ..
..jcooke @uwf.edu
SID Phone . . . . .
. . . . .(850) 474-2428

TITAN WINTER INVITE

Host Institution ... ... ... ... .. .Brevard C.C.
Location . ... ... .. ......... Melbourne, Fla.
Course ... . ......... . ....... Suntree C.C.
Par/Yardage ... .. .... . .... ... . . .72/6,981
Host SID , . ........ ... ........... . . .N/A
SID Email . . . . .. . . ... ... .. . . .... .. . .N/A
SID Phone .. . . . ... . .... .. .. . ...... .N/A
THE MATLOCK INVITE

Host Institution
Location . .. , . ,
Course . . . •
Par/Yardag~
Host SID . . .
SID Email .
SID Phone . . . .

• . ., •.. , .Florida Southern
1 • • • •• • • • • •• ,Lakeland. Fla.
, . . . . . . .Grasslands G.C.
, . .... 72/7,040
1m Carpenter
. . .. . .•••.. .ffltim@aol.com
, . . . ... .. (863) 680-3955

SUNSHINE STATE CONFERENCE

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Coker College Invite ... Sep. 25-26 ..
Spartan Invite ..... .Oct. 9-10 ...
NSU Fall Invite ..... Oct. 16-17 ..
Rollins Invite ....... Oct. 30-31 ..

Site
Result
Orange County National GC .. T-8th of 18
Rogers Park GC, Tampa, Fla ... 3rd of 12
PGA National Resort Palm Beach . .. 5th of 15
Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla .. 7th of 12

SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Titan Winter Invite ... Feb. 4-6 .... Suntree CC, Melbourne, Fla .... 2nd of 13
The Matlock Invite ... Feb. 11-13 .. Grasslands CC, Lakeland, Fla .. ... T-9th of 12
Panter Invite ....... Mar. 4-6 .... Duran Golf Club . ......... .. T-6th of 18
SE Collegiate ...... Mar. 18-20 .. Kinderlou Forest GC, Valdosta, Ga. 11th of 18
North Alabama Invite Apr. 1-3 .... Turtle Point CC ...... . ..... T-6th of 22
SSC Championship .Apr. 15-17 .. Duran Golf Club (Florida Tech} . T-5th of 9
NCAA Regional . .... May 7-9 .••. Robert Trent Jones (UNA) ...... 8th of 8
FALL
Result
Tournament
Dates
Site
Coker College Invite .Sep. 25-27 .. Orange County National GC ..... 6 of 17
Spartan Invite ..... .Oct. 9-11 ... Rogers Park GC, Tampa, Fla ...• T-1st of 14
NSU Fall Invite ..... Oct. 22-24 . . PGA National Resort Palm Beach .. Cancelled
Rollins Invite ...... .Oct. 30-Nov. 1 Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla ... .. 1st of 12
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Titan Winter Invite ... Feb. 6-7 . ... Suntree CC, Melbourne, Fla . ... 6th of 19
Matlock ........... Feb. 12-14 .. Grasslands CC, Lakeland, Fla.. 3rd of 15
Buccaneer Invite ... .Mar. 5-7 ..•. Hillcrest G&CC, Hollywood, Fla .... 1st of 15
Otter Invite ........Mar. 18-21 .. Bayonet GC, Monterey, Calif. .. 2nd of 17
SE Collegiate ... .. .Apr. 2-4 .... Kinderlou Forest GC, Valdosta, Ga .. 2nd of 19
SSC Championship •. .Apr. 9-11 . ... Lake Jovita CC (Eckerd) ......... 1st of 9
NCAA Regional ..... May 1-3 .... Duncan, Okla ....... ..... .... 2nd of 8
NCAA Championship May 16-19 ... Glades Springs Resort, Daniels, W.Va .. 4th of 20
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Saint Leo Invite ..... Oct. 3-5 .... Lake Jovita, Saint Leo, Fla ...... 2nd of 6
Spartan Invite ..... .Oct. 10-12 ... Rogers Park GC, Tampa, Fla..... T-1st of 14
NSU UNICCO Invite ... Oct. 16-18 .. Jacaranda CC, Sunrise, Fla ..... 1st of 9
Rollins Invite . .. .... Oct. 20-Nov. 2 Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla... 4th of 15
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Matlock . .... ...... Feb. 13-15 .. Grasslands CC, Lakeland, Fla.. 6th of 15
AASU Pirate Invite .. Feb. 20-22 .. Southbridge GC, Savannah, Ga ..... 9th of 12
Buccaneer Invite .... Mar. 6-8 .... Hill Crest G&CC, Hollywood, Fla .... 2nd of 15
Otter Invite •...... .Mar. 20·22 .. Bayonet GC, Monterey, Calif ...... 1st of 17
SE Collegiate ......Apr. 3-5 .... Kinderlou Forest GC, Valdosta, Ga .. 9th of 18
SSC Championship .Apr. 17-19 .. Lake Jovita, Saint Leo, Fla .... .. 4th of 9
NCAA II South Regional May 2-4 .... Kinderlou Forest GC, Valdosta, Ga ... 3rd of 8
NCAA II Championship .May 17-20 .. Savannah Harbor, Savannah, Ga .... 8th of 20
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Spartain Invite .. .... Oct. 3-5 ....
College Preview .... Oct. 10-12 ..
MacDonald Cup ... .Oct. 18-19 ..
Rollins Collegiate ... Oct. 31-Nov. 2

Site
Result
Rogers Park GC, Tampa, Fla .. . 4th of 17
Doral Resort, Miami, Fla ...... 6th of 26
New Haven, Conn .......... . 7th of 18
Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla .. 2nd of 15

SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Matlock Intercollegiate .Feb. 15-17 . . Grasslands CC, Lakeland, Fla ....... 9th of 15
FAMU Invite ....... Mar. 3-5 .... Kilhearn CC, Tallahassee, Fla .... .. 2nd of 16
J&W Invite ......... Mar. 21-22 .. Westview, Miami, Fla .......... 3rd of 5
UNICCO Invite ..... Mar. 26-28 .. Chateau Elan Resort, Braselton, Ga 3rd of 15
SE Collegiate ... . .. Apr. 4-6 .... Valdosta CC, Valdosta, Ga.... 11th of 15
SSC Championship .. .Apr. 11-13 . .. Doral Resort, Miami, Fla . .•...... 1st of 8
NCAA Regional ..... May 2·5 .... Millwood CC, Springfield, Mo. , .. 5th of 8

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Tampa Invitational ... Sep. 30-0ct. 1 Rogers Park CC, Tampa, Fla ... 5th of 14
Saint Leo Invitational .. Oct. 14-15 .. Lake Jovita CC, Dade City, Fla .. 4th of 10
Wildcat Shootout .... Oct. 20-21 .. International Links GC, Miami, Fla ... 6th of 9
Rollins Intercollegiate .. Nov. 4-5 .. . . Forest Lake GC, Ocoee, Fla .... 7th of 14
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Titan Winter Invitational Feb 10-11 .. Suntree CC, Melbourne, Fla .. . ... 2nd 18
Armstrong Atlantic Inv.. Feb. 24-25 .. Southbridge CC, Savannah, Ga . ..... 5th of 9
Northwood Invitational .Mar. 3-4 .... WPB CC, West Palm Beach, Fla .... 4th of 11
Southeastern Collegiate Mar. 7-8 .... Valdosta CC, Valdosta, Ga .••. 10th of 18
SSC Championship .Apr. 14-15 .. Rio Pinar GC, Orlando, Fla ...... 3rd of 7
NCAA Regional ..... May 5-7 .... Turtle Point CC, Florence, Ala .... 3rd of 8
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Tampa Invitational ... Oct. 1-2 .... Rogers Park GC, Tampa, Fla ... 6th of 13
Wildcat Preview Classic Oct. 8-9 .... Westview CC, Miami, Fla.... .. 5th of 11
Webber Grenelefe Invite Oct. 14-16 .. Grenelefe GC, Haines City, Fla ...... 7th of 17
Rollins Intercollegiate Nov. 5-6 .... Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla .. . 8th of 17
Saint Leo Invitational .Nov. 12-13 .. Lake Jovita CC, St. Leo, Fla .... 5th of 12
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
FGC Coast Invitational .. Mar. 1-3 .... Miramar Lakes, Estero, Fla ..... 4th of 11
Barry Invitational .. .. Mar. 4-5 .... Miami CC, Miami Fla........... 3rd of 9
PBA Invitational ..... Mar. 18-19 . . The Tradition GC, RP Beach, Fla ... 6th of 11
SE Collegiate ...... Apr. 8-9 .... Valdosta CC, Valdosta, Ga. . .. 15th of 18
SSC Championship .Apr. 15-16 .. Lake Joviata, Saint Leo, Fla . .. . . 6th of 7
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
NSU Fall Classic ....Oct. 9-10 ... Jacaranda CC, Sunrise, Fla .... 8th of 10
Saint Leo Invitational .Oct.16-17 .. Lake Joviata CC, Saint Leo, Fla. 4th of 7
Webber Grenelefe Invite Oct. 23-25 .. Grenelefe CC, Haines City, Fla . .. .. 14th of 20
Rollins Intercollegiate .. Nov. 6-7 .... Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla ... 9th of 17
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Aggie Invitational .... Feb. 26-27 ..
PBA Invitational ..... Mar. 19-20 ..
Bobcat Invitational .. .Mar. 26-27 ..
SE Collegiate ...... Apr. 9-10 ...
SSC Championship .. .. Apr. 16-17 ..

Site
Result
El Macera CC, El Macera, Calif.... 12th of 17
Tradition CC , Royal Palm Beach, Fla. 3rd of 5
Port Armor CC, Greensboro, Ga... 19th of 21
Valdosta CC, Valdosta, Ga .... 15th of 20
Lake Joviata CC, Saint Leo, Fla. 3rd of 7

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lynn Invitational .... Sep. 27-28 .. Polo Trace CC, Delray Beach, Fla ... 2nd of 15
NSU Fall Classic ... .Oct. 11-12 .. Jacaranda CC, Sunrise, Fla ..
2nd of 8
Webber Grenelefe Invite Oct. 17-19 .. Grenelefe CC , Haines City, Fla ..... 9th of 20
Rollins Intercollegiate .. Nov. 8-9 .... Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla ..... . . 6th of 15
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Bay Medical lntercolleg. Feb. 14-15 .. Bay Dunes GC, Panama City, Fla.... 8th of 17
Northwood Invitational .Mar. 6-7 .... WPB CC, West Palm Beach, Fla ... 14th of 22
Bobcat Invitational ... Mar. 27-28 .. Port Armor CC, Greensboro, Ga. .. 16th of 17
SE Collegiate ..... .Apr. 10-11 .. Valdosta CC, Valdosta, Ga.. .. 14th of 16
SSC Championship .Apr. 15-16 . . Sugar Mill CC, New Smyrna, Fla ..... 3rd of 7
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lynn Invitational .... Sep. 28-29 .. Polo Trace CC, Delray Beach, Fla .. 13th of 15
Bobcat Invitational ... Oct. 5-6 .. . . Miami CC, Miami, Fla ........ 10th of 13
NSU Fall Classic ... .Oct. 11-13 .. Jacaranda CC, Sunrise, Fla. . . .. 5th of 7
Webber College Invite ..Oct. 18-20 .. Grenelefe CC, Haines City, Fla ..... 14th of 21
Rollins Invitational ... Nov. 2-3 ... . Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla .. 12th of 12

*

BOLD INDICATES TOURNAMENT VICTORY

SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Emerald Coast CollegiateFeb. 15-16 ., The Moors GC, Milton, Fla . . ... 7th of 15
Northwood Invitational .Mar. 8-9 .... WPB CC, West Palm Beach, Fla ... . 4th of 20
Bobcat lnviational ... Mar. 29-30 .. Port Armor CC, Greensboro, Ga ... . 7th of 14
SE Collegiate . , , . . .Apr. 12-13 .. Valdosta CC, Valdosta, Ga. , , . 14th of 18
SSC Championship .Apr.17-18 .. Sugar Mill CC, New Smyrna, Fla . . ... 5th of 7
FALL

Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lynn Invitational .... Oct. 6-7 . ... Polo Trace CC, Delray Beach, Fla . .. 4th of 20
N Alabama Tournament .Oct. 20 . . . .. Shilo Falls GC, Florence, Ala ... . 7th of 8
Bobcat Grand Slam lnvt Oct. 25-26 .. Miami CC, Miami, Fla.. ...... . 8th of 13
Rollins Invitational , .. Nov. 3-4 .. , . Forest Lake GC, Orlando, Fla .. . 7th of 13
SPRING
Tournament
Oates
Site
Result
Emerald Coast CollegiateFeb. 23-24 .. The Moors GC, Milton, Fla.... 15th of 18
Northwood Invitational .Mar. 9-10 ... WPB CC, West Palm Beach, Fla . .. . 6th of 16
Georgia College Invite . .Mar. 30-31 . . Port Armor CC, Greensboro, Ga . . . 12th of 15
SE Collegiate ...... Apr. 13-14 .. Valdosta CC, Valdosta, Ga.... . 7th of 18

lrtrJ-'!f
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Embry-RiddlePalmCoastOct. 17-18 .. Palm Harbor CC, Palm Coast, Fla . .. 3rd of 16
NSU Flo rida lntercolleg. Oct. 23-25 . . Miami, Fla . ................. 6th of 12
Broward CC Fall Invite . .Nov. 8-9 . , . . Colony West GC, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 4th of 6
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Suntree Intercollegiate .Feb. 7-8 ... . Brevard CC, Melbourne, Fla . . . . 5th of 12
Tampa Intercollegiate lnvFeb. 28-Mar. 1 Rogers Park GC, Tampa, Fla.. . 5th of 10
Embry-Palm Palm Coast Mar. 18-20 .. Matanzas GC, Cypress Knoll, Fla ... 2nd of 20
NAIA District VII Chmp. Apr. 4·5 . .... lnverarry CC , Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.... 1st of 6
NAIA Spring Invitational Apr.11-12 .. Field Ferry GC, Calhoun, Ga.. .. 5th of 12
NAIA Championships May 24-27 .. Tulsa CC, Tulsa, Okla. . ....... 4th of 17

*

BOLD INDICATES TOURNAMENT VICTORY

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
NSU/Batiamas Colleg ... Sep. 28-30 .. Princess Bahamas GR, Freeport.GB . 3rd of 10
Webber Grenelefe Invite Oct. 18-20 .. Grenelefe CC, Haines City, Fla ... ... 7th of 21
Rollins Intercollegiate .. Nov. 4-5 .... Sabal Point CC, Orlando, Fla. . . 1O of 14
SPRING
Tournament ... . .... Dates. , .... Site ...... . , .. .. . ...... .. ... . Result
Emerald Coast Colleg . . .Mar. 3-4 .. . . The Moors GC, Milton, Fla..... 9th of 14
FAMU Spring Carnival .. Mar. 6-7 . ... Seminole GC, Tallahassee, Fla .. . . . 2nd of 16
Northwood Invitational Mar. 17-1 8 .. PB Gardens GC, PB Gardens, Fla ... 1st ol 12
Colonial Classic Tourn. .Mar. 24-25 .. Port Armor CC, Greensboro, Ga .... 9th of 17
SE Collegiate ......Apr. 13-14 .. Valdosta CC, Valdosta, Ga ..... 8th of 18
NCAA Regional ..... May 5-7 .... Stoney Creek GC, Stoney Creek, NC. 12th of 15
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Broward CC Tournament Sep. 25-26 .. lnerarry, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla . ... . 4th of 8
Bahamas Invitational .Sep. 29-0ct. 1 Nassau Bahamas .... , . . . .. T-3rd of 13
Palm Coast Invitational .Oct. 14-16 .. Brevard CC, Palm Coast, Fla ... 4th of 23
Weber Grenelefe Invite . .Oct. 20-22 .. Grenelefe CC, Haines City, Fla .. . ... 2nd of 23
FAU/PGA Intercollegiate Oct. 29-31 . . PGA National, West Palm Bch, Fla. T-12th of 18
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Suntree Intercollegiate .Feb. 5-6 . ... Brevard CC, Melbourne, Fla. , .. 3rd of 12
Spartan Invitational .. Mar 3-5 . . . . Rogers Park GC, Tampa, Fla .... , . 2nd of 16
Northwood lntercolleg .. Mar. 11 -13 . . PB Gardens CC, PB Gardens, Fla ... 1st of 10
Embry-Riddle Invite. .Mar. 15-18 .. Palm Coast GC, Palm Coast, Fla .... 6th of 25
Berry Spring Tourn ....Mar. 31-Apr. 2 Stonebridge GC, Rome, Ga . ... 5th of 19
NAIA SE Regionals .. .Apr. 29-May2 .Moors GC, Pensacola, Fla ........... 1st
NAIA Championship . . .May 17-20 . . . savannah Harbor, Savannah, Ga . . . . ... 1st
*NAIA Division II National Champions
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Broward CC Tournament Sep. 26-27 .. lnerarry, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. .. .. 2nd of 7
Palm Coast Classic .. Oct. 16-17 .. Brevard CC, Palm Coast, Fla . . . 2nd of 11
Weber Grenelefe Invite .Oct. 21-23 .. Grenelefe CC, Haines City, Fla .. . ... 4th of 23
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Suntree Intercollegiate .Feb. 6-7 . .. , Brevard CC, Melbourne, Fla ..... 4th of 7
Rockledge Invitational .. Feb. 27-28 . . Rockledge CC, Rockledge, Fla. 4th of 7
Spartan Invitational .. Mar 6-7 . . . . Rogers Park GC, Tampa, Fla . .. 6th of 13
Berry Invitational , , . .Mar. 13-14 .. Stonebridge GC, Rome, Ga.... 8th of 19
Palm Coast Invitational .Mar. 18-19 . . Matanzas GC, Cypress Knoll, Fla .. T-3rd of 26
Caddy Shack Invitational Mar. 27-28 . . Rolling Hills CC, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla ... 2nd of 15
NAIA SE Regionals .. Apr. 18-20 .. The Ravines CC, Middleburg , Fla... 2nd of 10

S OPHOMORE, FLETCHER KOONAN

l(X)b-o/
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

ScottAydelotte ............•...... ... ..... 11 .... 811 . . ... 73.73 .. .. .• ........ .20 .. . 1504 ... 75.20 ... ... • . ..... 31
Federico Celano .......... . • . ......... . .... 8 .. .. 606 ..... 75.75 .... .. .. . ...... 20 ... 1496 ...74 .80 ..... .. ... ... 28
Matt Bookatz . ............ ... ... ..... .. .. . 11 .. . .834 .....75.82 .............. .20 . . . 1507 ... 75.35 . . .. .. .••. ... 31
Greg Gonzales ..................... . . . .. .11 . ... 822 .. .. .74.73 ....... .. ..... .14 .. . 1068 ... 76.29 . .. ... .. .... .25
Patrica Salem ..............•.............. 3 ....228 ..... 76.00 ............... 14 ., .1081 ... 77.21 ..... . •. . .... 17
Fletcher Coonan ................... . ...... 11 .... 829 .. ... 75.36 ......•........ 11 .... 871 . .. 79.18 . .... .. ...... 22
Dean Walters . . .........•...... . ..... . . .................... .. ....•.••....... .8 . ... 621 ... 77.63 ......... . .. .. 8
Nick Baumhart . .. . .. .. ...••.... . . ... .. .... 3 .... 233 .... .77.67 .............. ... ....... .... . ... .... . . ... .... .3
Tim Cote .... .. ......... . .•...............6 ....471 ..... 78.50 ........ . .......... . ............ . ....••...... .6
Leonardo Marengo .... .. ....•............. .3 .... 240 ..... 80.00 ................... . .... ... .... .. .. ....... ... .3
Campbell Gordon ............. .. ........ . . .3 .... 234 . .... 78.00 . ...•.......... .6 . .. .489 ... 81.50 ... ........... 9
Ricardo Polo ................................................................3 .... 247 .. .82.30 .....••..... .. 3
Casey Schrader ...........•...............3 .... 248 . .... 82 .70 ........ . ........ .. . .. ............... .•. . ... . .3
Devin Kay ..................•.............3 .... 240 . .... 80.00 .... ..•. .... .... 3 .. . .262 . .. 87.30 .......•...... 6
Luis Asilis ...............• .. ......... .. . , .3 .... 255 .... .85.00 .. ... .. ................... ... ... ......... ..... 3
James Jankowski ................. . ........ 9 .... 677 . . .. .75.22 ............. . ............ ... ........ .•. ......9

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

... 2315
... 2102
... 2341
... 1890
.. . 1309
.. .1700
... .621
. . .. 233
... .471
....240
. . .. 723
... .247
.... 248
. ... 502
.. . .255
....677

.. .. 74.68
.... 75.07
. .. .75.52
.... 75.60
. ... 77.00
.. .. 77 .27
.... 77.63
. . . .77.67
.... 78.50
.... 80.00
.... 80.33
. ... 82.30
. ... 82.70
.... 83.67
.... 85.00
.... 75.22

TOTALS ..•.......•........•........... .88 .. .6728 ..... 76.45 ............ .119 ... 9146 .. .76.86 ........... .207 . .15874 .... 76.69

l~-Ob
Rds

Total

Avg

Hoyt McGarity .... ... .......••.......... ... 8
Keir McNicoll . .. ........ . . . ..• . ............ 8
Gavin Dear ... ... ..... .......... ..... . ....8
Sebastian Salem ·............•..............8
Matt Bookatz ...............•...... ... ..... 8
Greg Gonzales! ............................ 6
Mark Eigner.. . . . .......... •...... .... .. ... 3
Tom Bethel ..... ...... . .. .•...... ......... 6
David Nudds.. . . ........ . .. . ...... .... ... .6
Campbell Gordon .. ............... .. ........3
Anthony Figlia•• ...... .. ..••...............6
Richard Baraw• ...... ... ••.• ...... ... ..... 6
Tim Cote.. . . ............................. 6
Dean Walters .. ........... .. ............. ..6
Nick Baumhart° . ........ ..•. ... .. ...... . . .3
Luis Asilis .. .. .... . . . ... ..... . .... . . ....... 3

... .570
.... 593
... .590
.... 591
. ... 583
.. . .461
. . .. 222
... .457
.... 458
.... 231
.... 469
. .. .461
... .457
.... 465
.. .. 238
. ... 242

.....71.25
.. , .. 74.13
. .... 73.75
. ....73.88
..... 72.88
. .... 76 .83
.... ,74.00
... ..76.17
... .. 76.33
... .. 77 .00
..... 78.17
..... 76.83
..... 76 .17
.. . .. 77.50
. .. .. 79.33
.... .80.67

Player

Rds

Total

Avg

.....•.•..... .. 24 ... 1771 .. .73.79 .. . ... . . . ... .32
. .............. 24 . . . 1762 . .. 73.42 .. . .. • .. ..... 32
...............24., .1791 ... 74.63 ............. 32
... . .••. ... .. .. 22 ... 1654 ... 75.18 .... .. • . .... .30
.. ..••. .... . ... 21 . .. 1592 ... 75.81 ... . . . •. . ... .29
........ . ....... 8 ... .608 ...76.00 .. ...... ..... 14
........ . ...... .... ...... .... ... .... . •...... . .3
...................... .. .............••• . .... .6
... .. .... ..... . .. .. ............. .. .. ... ..... . .6
........................... . ......... ... .. . .. .3
.... .•. . . ....... 3 ... .229 ... 76.33 ... .•.• ....... 9
.... ... ......... 3 . ... 241 . .. 80.33 ..............9
...... ......... .3 .. .. 247 .. .82 .33 .... .. ... . .... 9
. ...•...........3 .. ..248 ... 82.67 .. . . . . .. .... .. 9
.. .... ....... ... ..... ..... ..... ... .....•...... 3
........... . ... . . ... .. .. . ........... .. .. .... .. 3

Rds

Total

Avg

... 2341
. .. 2355
... 2381
... 2245
... 2175
.. . 1069
.. . .222
. . . .457
.... 458
.... 231
. . .. 698
.... 702
... .704
....713
.... 238
... .242

.... 73.16
.. .. 73.59
.... 74.41
.... 74.83
.... 75.00
.... 76 .36
.... 74.00
.... 76.17
.... 76.33
... .77.00
....77.56
.... 78.00
.... 78 .22
.... 79.22
.... 79.33
.... 80.67

TOTALS ..............................• .88 .. .6631 ... .. 75.35 ........... .. 141 .. 10600 .. .75.18 ........... .229 .. 17231 .. .. 75.24
•• JV Player

! Includes one JV Tournament

l(X)f-~
Rds

Total

Avg

HoytMcGarity .. ... ....•. . .. .. .......... . . 12 .... 860 ..... 71 .67 .....•......... 24 . .. 1778 ... 74.08 .. ... ....... .36
Gavin Dear ........ . ...•........ . ........ 12 .. .. 871 .....72.58 ...............24 ... 1787 ...74.45 ...... .. ..... 36
Matt Bookatz ...........••............... . 12 .... 893 ..... 74.42 ........ ..... .. 24 ... 1786 ... 74.42 ... . .••...... 36
Keir McNicoll ... .. .......••............... 12 .... 877 .. ... 73.08 .... ••... .. .... 21 ... 1587 . .. 75.57 ...• .. ••. . ... 33
Sebastian Salem .......•................... 9 ... .669 ..... 74.33 ...... ..... .. .. 22 .. . 1673 . .. 76.05 .. .... .... ... 31
Campbell Gordon! .. . .. .. ••................ 12 . ... 965 . . ... 80.41 .. ...... .. .......... . ..•......... ..... ....... 12
Frederico Celano .......•.............. . ... 9 .. .. 682 ..... 75.78 .................••.....................•.....9
Anthony Figlia.. . .. ....•• ... ....... . ...... .6 .... 471 ... .. 78 .50 .................. . ................ . .•.. ...... 6
Josh LeBrun ......... ...... . ........... . .. .6 ... .474 ..... 79.00 .................................... . . .. .. .... 6
Thomas Bethel ........••..................................... .. ....••........ 5 .... 396 ....79.2 .. .... • •...... 5
Mark Eigner . ..... .... . • . •... .... ........ .6 .... 477 .. ... 79.50 ..... ... .... . ........ .... .... .... ..... .••• .. . .6
Mike Arnoldi .. .. .. .. . .. . .......... .. . . ... .. 6 .... 480 .. .. .80.00 . ... ... ... ...... .. .... . .............. .. . . .. ... 6
Nick Baumhart.. ........ .. .................3 .• , .251 ..... 83.67 .............. ... ... . ................. . ...... .3

Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

.. .2638
... 2658
... 2679
... 2464
.. .2342
. ...965
.... 682
. .. .471
. ... 474
.. .. 396
... .477
... .480
... .251

.... 73.28
. . .. 73.83
....74.42
. . .. 74.67
. . .. 75 .55
....80.41
.... 75.78
.... 78.50
•. .79 .00
... .79.20
... .79.50
. ... 80.00
. ...83.67

TOTALS .............................. .105 .. .7970 ..... 75.90 ......•..... .120 .. . 9007 .. .75.06 ........... . 225 . .16977 ... .75.45
•• JV Player
I Includes one JV Tournament

iCOJ-Of
~

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

Keir McNicoll" ..............•............. 11
Gavin Dear ..............•............... 11
Sebastian Salem ...........•......... . .... 11
Hoyt McGarity ................. ... .... . ... 11
Michael Scott ............................ .8
Matt Bookatz .. .......... . .••....... .. .... .3
Ed Crowley ..... .. .. ..... .................2

.... 816
. ... 810
... .812
....835
... .626
.. . .240
.... 156

... . .74.18
..... 73.64
.... .73.82
... . .75.91
... ..78 .25
... .. 80.00
.... .78.00

... .... . • ... .. . 19
... ....• .•.. .. . 19
. ......... . .. .. 16
.. ............. 19
.. .... ...••.. .. 16
.. .... ... ••.... .8
................2

... 1415
. . . 1421
... 1214
. .. 1421
... 1218
.. .. 612
.•.. 177

... 74.47
... 74.49
... 75.88
... 74.49
... 76 .13
.. .76.50
. . .88.50

....... ...... 30
. .. .. .. ••.. . .30
............. 27
..... . .•..... 30
. . ....... . . .. 24
. . ........... 11
.... ..... ... . .4

... 2231
. . .2231
... 2026
.. .2256
.. . 1844
.. .. 852
.. . .333

....74.37
.. .. 74.37
.... 75.04
....75.20
....76 .83
.... 77.45
.... 83.25

~M

TOTALS •.....•..........•.•.....•..... .57 .. .4295 .....75.35 ..•••......•. . 99 .. .7478 .. .75.54 ........... .156 ..11n3 ... .75.47
• SSC Individual Champion

z<XJz-OJ
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Gavin Dear ..........••...................8 .... 615 ..... 76 .86 ... . ...... .. .. .13 ... .965 ... 74.23 ............. 21
KeirMcNicoll . .. ... .. . ............... .... ... .. ...... .. ...................... 13 .... 980 ... 75.38 ... . ......... 13
Sebastian Salem ...... ... ... ... .... . ...... 11 .... 831 ..... 75.55 . ...•.... ... .. .11 .... 828 .. .75.27 .... .. ....... 22
Hoyt McGarity ............................ 11 .... 820 . . ... 74.55 . . . ..... . . ... .. 13 .. .1005 . .. 77.31 ............. 24
Michael Scott ...........•.. ... ............9 . ... 676 . .. .. 75.11 ................ 9 . .. .709 ... 78.78 .. . . •• .. . .... 18
Barry Erenrich .. . . .....•.....................................................6 .. .. 468 . .. 78.00 .. .••..... . .. .6
Ed Crowley . . ......... .. .. .. .. ......... ...8 .. .. 637 .. ... 79.63 .. . . ............2 .... 162 ... 81 .00 ....••....... 10
Federico Gogliormella . ...•.• .... .. . ...... ... 5 ... .403 ... .. 80.60 ......... .. .... . ... . .............. .... ........ 5
John Edwards ..... ....•..... . ... . .. ....... 2 .... 161 . .. .. 80.50 . . . . ... . .... .... 2 .... 162 ...81 .00 ....•......... 4
Mark Eigner .. . . . .. .......................3 .. ..254 ..... 84.67 ......•....... . .2 .... 165 ... 82.50 ............. .5
Mike Milewski . .. .... .. ... ..... .. . ..... . ... .. . ...... ... .......... .. .. ........ .1 .... .92 ... 92.00 . .. . . . . ... . ... 1

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

.. .1580
... .980
. . .1659
. .. 1825
... 1385
... .468
... .799
. .. .403
... .323
... .419
..... 92

.. .. 75.24
. ... 75.38
.... 75.41
.... 76.04
.... 76.94
... .78.00
. ... 79.90
.... 80.60
... .80.75
.. .. 83.80
... .92.00

TOTALS ..................••. . .•.....•. .57 .. .4397 .••• .77.14 ..•.......... .72 .. .5536 •. .76.89 ........... .129 .. .9933 ... .77.00

z<XJ/-Oz
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Beau Deason ..............•..............8 ... .624 ... .. 78.00 .............. .13 ... .991 . . .76.23 .... .. . . ..... 21
Barry Erenrich . .............. ...... ... . . ... 9 .. . .694 .. .. .77.11 . . . .. ... .. . . . .. 13 . . .1003 ... 77.15 ..... . .......22
Anthony Greco ........... .. .. .. .. . . ..... . 11 ... .848 ..... 77.09 . ... .. . .. . ... .. ... ... ...... . ...... .... ..... .. 11
Anthony Manarino ..............••......... 14 ... 1101 .. .. .78.64 ............ . .. 11 .... 862 . .. 78.36 . .. .....•.... 25
Johan Markus ... .. ... . ...... ... . .. . . .... .11 .... 847 ..... 77.00 .............. .13 .. . 1040 . .. 80.00 ............. 24
Pete Sirianni ..................••......... 14 .. .1088 ..... 77.71 ............... 10 .. . .822 ... 82.20 ...... ..•... .24
Kevin Samstag ............ . ... ...................... . .................. ... ... 5 . ... 388 ... 77.60 ........... . ..5
Federico Gogliormella ............. . ...... . ....... ...... . . . . .... . ........... . .. 2 .... 160 ... 80.00 ..............2
Johan Burger ........ .. ........... . ...... .3 . ... 252 .... .84.00 ... ..... . ... . . . ....... . ... .. . . . .... . ... . .... .. 3

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

.. .1615
... 1697
... .848
... 1963
.. .1887
... 1910
.... 388
.... 160
... .252

.... 76.90
.... 77.14
... .77.09
.... 78.52
.. .. 78.63
.. .. 79.58
... .77.60
... .80.00
. .. .84.00

TOTALS .................. .•....•....... .70 .. .5454 •••.• 77.91 .••.......... .67 .. .5266 ... .78.6 ........... .137 .. 10720 ... .78.25

zco:;_01
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Borja LaRoche .. ... ... . .... ... . • .... ........ . .. ... •.. . .. ... ....... ... ...... .11 .... 845 . . .76.82 . ............ 11
Javier Correa ..... .. ..... ...... . . .. .. .... 10 . ... 781 . .... 78.10 . ... . .. ..... . ... 9 .... 682 .. .75.78 .. . .. .... ... . 19
KevinSamstag ............. . .. ..... .. .. ... 10 .... 754 ..... 75.40 .. .... . . ... .... 11 ... .871 ... 79.18 ............. 21
Anthony Greco ........ . ...........••.... .10 .... 783 .. . .. 78.30 ................3 . ... 250 ... 83.33 ............. 13
PeteSirianni ............................. .2 .... 171 ..... 85.50 . .. ............ 11 ... .865 . .. 78.66 . ....... . ... . 13
Johan Markus ......................•......5 .. .. 420 ..... 84.00 .. .. ... . . . .. .. . 11 .... 872 ...79.27 ....... . ..... 16
Barry Erenrich . ..................•..... . .. .5 ... .417 ..... 83.40 . .. .. ........... 9 ... .726 ...80.67 ............. 14
Anthony Mannarino ........................ .3 .... 239 ..... 79.67 .......• ..... ......... . ... .... .. . ....... . .... .3
Federico Gogliormella .. .... ... . ... .. ..... . . .4 .... 324 ... .. 81.00 ..... .... . ............. . .... . . . .... .. .. ... .. . .4
Steve Ossinger ...................................... . .......................2 .... 164 . . .82.00 .. ..... ... ... .2
Johan Burger ......... ....... ........... . .... .. ....... .. . ............ .. ..... .3 .. .. 264 .. .88.00 ......... . .... 3

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

.... 845
... 1463
. .. 1625
... 1033
... 1036
... 1292
. .. 1143
.. . .239
... .324
.... 164
.... 264

... .76.82
.. . .77.00
.... 77.38
.... 79.46
... .79.69
.... 80.75
. ... 81.64
... .79.67
.. .. 81.00
.... 82 .00
.... 88.00

TOTALS ...•......•..•......•.......... .49 .. .3889 .. . .. 79.37 ...•........• .70 . .. 5539 .. .79.13 ..•........ .119 .. .9428 •... 79.23

lrr,-zco:J
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Borja LaRoche ........... .. ......•....... .9 .... 690 .... .76.67 ......... . .. . .................. ...... ......... 9
Wicus Potgieter .... .................•......8 . .. .614 ..... 76.75 ....... .... . .......... . ....... . .. . .. .. ... . .... 8
Christian Skoglund ............. .. .• .. ..... .8 . . .. 619 ..... 77.36 ................3 .. . .234 .. .78.00 . ...... .. .... 11
Kevin Samstag .. .. . ......... . ... . . . ...... 11 ... .842 ..... 76.55 ............... 11 .... 866 ... 78.73 .... ..... .. .. 22
Johan Markus ....• . ... . ......... .. . .. ..... 8 .. . .620 .. . .. 77.50 ...... . . .... . .. 13 . .. 1013 .. .77.92 ... ...... .. .. 21
FrankAbatino .. . ... .. ... . .... . ........... 11 ... .852 .... .77.45 ..... .. ... .. .. .11 .... 878 ... 79.82 ..... . ... . ... 22
Anthony Greco . . ............... . .......... 3 ... .232 ..... 77.33 ... ... . . .. ..... 13 .. .1052 ... 80.93 ............. 16
Jason Sundermeier . ... . . . .. . ...............3 .... 230 ..... 76.67 ..............................................3
Ricky Lee ....... . ........................6 . .. .474 .. ... 79.00 . .. ........................... . ...............6
Brett Erickson ...•..•................•...........240 .. ... 80.00 . . ..... . ..•...................................3
Jason Wiggill ....... . ...•.................. . ........ .. .. ....... .. ............7 .... 576 ... 82.29 ....... . ... .. .7
Pete Siriani ... . .. .• ... ....... .. ... . .• ........ .. .. . .. ................ ... ..... .5 . . .. 425 ... 85.00 ........ . ..... 5
DavidCrkvenac . ........ ... ........ ... .......... . ............................2 .... 175 .. .87.50 ........ .. ... .2

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

.. . .690
.... 614
.... 853
. .. 1708
. .. 1633
... 1730
... 1284
.... 230
... .474
... .240
.... 576
....425
.... 175

... .76.67
.... 76.75
....77.55
.... 77.64
.... 77.76
.... 78.64
.... 80.25
... .76.67
.... 79.00
... .80.00
.... 82.29
.... 85.00
.... 87.50

TOTALS ............................... .70 .. .5413 .•...77.33 ............. .65 .. .5219 .. .80.29 ........... .135 .. 10632 .... 78.76

l'f/6-'ft
Rds

Total

Avg

Wicus Potgieter ......... .. ..... .. . .. ...... 11
Kevin Samstag ............................ 3
Christian Skoglund ...•.................... 14
Frank Abatino ........................... . .9
Mike Pugliese ............................ .8
Anthony Greco ...•••.•......... ...... ..... 6
Pete Sirianni . . ..... . .............. . ..... . 11
Ken Starck ..........•................. ... 6
Johan Markus ............................. 9
Ricky Lee .. . .... . ... .. ..... .. ........ . ... 8
Jason Sundermeier ..... . ..... ... ..... . .. ... 3
Ken Oppenheim ...........................3
Johan Bark . ... ......................... .. 3

Player

.... 833
.... 232
... 1092
.... 712
... .633
... .492
.... 879
... .477
.... 725
... .647
.. . .237
.... 250
... .251

..... 75.73
. .... 77.33
... .. 78.00
. .. .. 79.11
... .. 79.13
.. .. .82.00
... . .79.91
.. .. .79.50
.. .. .80.56
.. .. .80.88
..... 79 .00
.... .83.33
..... 83.67

Rds

Total

Avg

............... 12 .... 910 ... 75.83 . ........... .23
.......• ....... 12 .... 929 ... 77.42 ...• .. ...... .15
................ 9 .. .. 691 . .. 76.78 . .. ......... .23
... ............... ........ .......... .... .... .. 9
. .. ...... . ... . ..7 .... 557 ... 79.57 ............. 15
............... .9 ... .699 .. .17.67 .... .. .. . . ... 15
.. .... ....... . . .8 .... 665 ... 83.13 ....•........ 19
... ........ . . .................... . ... . ........ 6
..... ............ .. .. . ....... . .. . ..•......... .9
.. .. .. .. ................................. .... .8
..... . ..... .. .. .3 . ...250 ... 83.33 ...•. .. ...... .6
........................ . ....... . .. .. ..... . ... 3
...... ... .... .. .. . .... ....... ........... ......3

Rds

Total

Avg

... 1743
... 1161
... 1783
.. . .712
.. .1190
... 1191
.. .1544
.... 477
. . .. 725
... .647
. . . .487
.. .. 250
... .251

. .. .75.78
....77.40
.... 77.52
.... 79.11
.... 79.33
.... 79.40
.... 81.26
.... 79.50
.... 80.56
. .. .80.88
.... 81 .17
. ... 83.33
.... 83.67

TOTALS .............. •....•...•....... . 94 .. .7460 ...•.79.36 .. . ...... ..•• .60 .. .4701 .. .78.35 ........•.. .154 .. 12161 ... .78.97

l'17/-~
Rds

Total

Avg

Wicus Potgieter .....................•......9 .... 678 .... .75.33 .. . . . . . ........ 10 ... .762 . .. 76.20 ....... . .... .19
Scott Simmons ................ ... ......... 9 ... .680 . ....75.56 ..... .... . . .. . .10 .. . .783 . .. 78.30 . .......... . . 19
Steven Burns .......... . .......... . ....... 8 .. .. 608 ... . .76.00 . .... .. . ... .... .8 ... .626 . .. 78.25 . . . .... . . . .. . 16
Ken Starck .. .. .. . .. . ............. . ...... .4 .... 309 . . .. .77.25 .. . ...... . .... . 10 ... .778 . .. 77.80 .. . ...... . .. . 14
Jonathan Gibbins .......... . ...... .. .•.... . .... . .. . . ... .. . ................... .6 ... .472 ... 78.67 ..............6
Michael Ryan . .. .. ......... . ... .. . .. ...... 9 . ...724 ..... 80.44 ...... . ...... . ...... . ... . . . .. . ...... . .... .. . .. 9
Hylton Heard . .... . .................... . .. .4 .. . .330 .... .82 .50 .... . • . .... . ... . . ....... ...•................. .4
Frank Abatino ..... . ......... .. . . ...... . ............... . . . ... . .. .. . ...... .... .5 ... .430 .. .86.00 . . .......... .. 5
Kevin Ryan ........... , ........ . . . ... . ... .2 ... . 174 .. ... 87.00 ...... .. . .. ................. . . . ...............2

Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

... 1440
... 1463
.. .1234
. . .1087
... .472
.... 724
... .330
.. . .430
.... 174

.... 75.79
.... 77.00
. .. .77.13
... .77.64
... .78.67
... .80.44
.... 82.50
.... 86.00
...87 .00

TOTALS ........•............... , ...... .45 .. .3503 .... .77.84 ..••......... .49 .. .3851 .. .78.59 ..•.••.•.... .94 .. .7354 ... .78.23

l'17b-'fl
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Wicus Potgieter ...••...... . .........•.......................................11 .... 839 .. .76.27 .... . ..... . . . 11
Marc Grinberg ......................... . ... 9 .... 698 . .... 77.56 .......... . . . .. 17 ... 1296 ... 76.24 ...... . . . .. ..26
Steve Burns . . ..... ... . .......... . . .. .. . . .9 .... 707 . . ... 78.56 . ....... ... . ... 17 . .. 1301 .. .76.53 .............26
Scott Simmons ....... . . . .... .. ... . ... . ................ . . .. . . ........... . . . .. 14 ... 1116 ... 79.71 . .. .. .. . ..... 14
Ken Starck .................. . .. .. ... . . . . .9 ... .716 ..... 79.56 ....... ... ... . . .9 .. .. 730 . .. 81.11 ...... .. ... .. 18
Hylton Heard .... .. . .. ........... . ... .... .. 9 ....764 .. . . .84.89 .. . ..... . ...... 14 ... 1111 . . .79.36 ..... . . . . . . . .23
Michael Ryan .... .. ........... . . . ... . ..... 6 ... .497 .. ...82.83 ......•........... .. . .. . .. ......... . ... . .... . .6
Joe Jemsek .... . ................... . .... . .3 ... .251 . .. . .83.67 .................................. . .. . ....... .3
Keith Knox . ........ . ................... ... 3 .... 253 . .. . .84.33 ..... ...... ................ . ........•.. . .. . ... 3

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

. .. .839
. . . 1994
... 2008
... 1116
...1446
. .. 1875
. .. .497
. . .. 251
.... 253

... .76.27
. .. .76.69
. .. .77.23
.... 79.71
.... 80.33
.. .. 81.52
.. . .82 .83
... .83.67
... .84 .33

TOTALS ............................... .48 .. .3886 .... .80.96 ... . ......... .82 .. .6393 ... 77 .96 ... • ....... .130 .. 10279 •... 79.07

l'fj?-'fb
Rds

Total

Avg

Andy Farmer ...... . • .... ................. 14 ... 1046 . ... .74.71 ... . ......... 12.5 ... .942 .. .75.36 .. . ...... .. .26.5
Marc Grinberg .. . .......... .. ...... . ..... . 14 . . . 1066 ..... 76.14 ... . . .. .. . .. . 12.5 . . . .971 . .. 77.68 ......... . .. 26.5
Scott Register . . ............ . ............. 11 .... 889 ..... 80.82 .... .. ....... . . .8 .. . .652 ... 81 .50 ... . ......... 19
Chris McGuirk ....•..•....... . ............ 14 .. . 1137 .... .81 .21 . . .................... . ....... . .............. 14
Ken Starck . ........ . ............... . .... 11 .. .. 905 .... .82 .27 ........... ...9.5 .... 781 .. .82.21 ........... .20.5
Hylton Heard .....•.. . ....... . ..... .. ......... . .. .. . . .......... .. ..... . ... . 12.5 ... 1036 . .. 82.88 ........ . . .. 12.5
Henrik Berezin . . . . ........ . ........................ .... .. . . . ....... . ..... . .7.5 .... 624 .. .83.20 . . .......... .7.5
Kevin Silo ........................... . .. . .6 .. .. 526 . . . .. 87.67 .. . .. ........ ... 3 ... .250 ... 83.33 . . ............9

... 1988
.. .2037
... 1541
... 1137
... 1686
... 1036
.. . .624
.. . .776

....75.02
.. .. 76.87
.. . .81 .11
... .81 .21
... .82.24
.. .. 82.88
... .83.20
.. . .86.22

Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

TOTALS ..... . ............... . ......... .70 ... 5569 ..... 79.56 .. ........... 65.5 ... 5256 ... 80.24 ... . ....... 135.5 .. 10825 .... 79.89

l'17f-ep
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

Alan Fort . . . ............ . . .. ..............6 . .. .453 .... .75.50 ...............20 ... 1512 .. .75.60
Andy Farmer ... . .. .. •........ . .... .... . . . .9 . . . .679 .. .. .75.44 .......... . .. ... 8 . .. .612 .. .76.50
Marc Grinberg ... . . . ........ . ... . ...... ... .9 ....692 . .. .. 76.89 ... .. ..... . . . ..20 . . . 1541 ... 77.05
BrettBystydzienski ..........................................................17 ... 1356 ...79.76
Scott Register .............................6 .. .. 479 ..... 79.83 ...............20 ... 1600 . . .80.00
Loren Farinelli ... .. ...... . .. .. ........•....9 . .. .714 ... . .79.33 ... .. ... .. ..... 12 .. .. 972 . . .81 .00
Chris Dombrowski ................ . . . . . ......... ..... ... . .... .. ... ... ... . .. .. 14 .. .1128 .. .80.57
Steve Pappas ...................... . .... . .3 .. . .237 . .... 79.00 . . ......... . . . ....... .. ....... ..

Rds

Total

Avg

............ .26
. . . .......... 17
.... . ... . ....29
............. 17
........... .. 26
. . .. . ........ 21
. ... ........ . 14
. . . . ..... . .... 3

... 1965
... 1291
. . .2233
... 1356
. . .2079
.. . 1686
... 1128
.. . .237

.. . .75.58
.. .. 75.94
.. . .77.00
.. . .79.76
... .79.96
.. . .80.29
....80.57
. ...79.00

TOTALS .......... . ..............• • .... .42 • . .3254 ..... 77.48 .••. ••. ..... .111 . • .8721 .. .78.57 ... • ....... .153 .. 11975 ... .78.28

l't'f}-'tf
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Henrik Nystrom• .. . ....• . .. . .. . . ... .. ..... .8 .. .. 587 ... .. 73.38 .. .. . . ....... .. 18 ... 1303 . .. 72.39 ........... . .26
Alan Fort . ......... . .•• . . . ................3 ... .214 . . .. .71 .33 ... .. ..... . .... 18 . .. 1353 ... 75.17 .............21
Marc Grinberg ................... . ......... 8 ....622 . .... 77.75 ...... . ....... . 15 ... 1159 .. .77.27 ... . ... . .....23
Steve Pappas .. . . .................. . ......... . ........... . ......... . .. . ... . . 18 .. . 1402 ... 77.89 .•...... . ... . 18
Ricky Nobukawa ..... . .... . .......... . . . ...8 ... .632 ..... 79.00 . ........ . ..... 15 . . . 1181 . .. 77.73 .....•.... ...23
Roger Beale . . ........................... .8 .... 647 .... .80.86 . ..... .. ....... .6 .... 481 . .. 80.17 .......... . . . 14
Chris Granfelt ...........•......... . ... . ... 5 . . . .405 . . .. .81 .00 ... . . .... . . ...... .. . . . . . .... ........ . ....... . .5
Loren Farinelli ... . .... . ........... .... ... . .3 .... 255 . .. . .85.00 .... . .. ... ...... 3 ....234 ... 78.00 ........... . .. 6

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

.. . 1890
.. .1567
... 1781
.. . 1402
. .. 1813
... 1128
.. . .405
.. . .489

.. .. 72.69
.... 74.62
... .77.43
.... 77.89
. . .. 78.83
... .80.57
.. .. 81 .00
. .. .81.50

TOTALS ..•...............•......•..... .43 .• .3362 ..... 78.19 •............ .93 •• .7113 .. .76.48 ........... .136 .. 10475 .... 77.02
• NAIA Individual National Champion

ALL-TIME ROSTER
A-8
Frank Abarino .. .... .. . .. .......... 1997-99
Stephen Ames ........................ 1985
Mike Arnoldi ........... . ..... .. ... 2003-05
Luis Asilis ........................ 2005-07
Scott Aydelotte . .... .. .... .......2006-pres
Johan Bark ......... . , .............. .1998
Richard Baroff ..................... 2005-06
Nick Baumhart .... . .. .. .. ......... 2004-07
Roger Beale .......................... 1993
Henrik Berezin ....... , ............... 1995
Thomas Bethel ....•... . .......... .2005-06
Kevin Bilo .. .. ....... ....... ... .. . . .. 1995
Matt Bookatz ...........•......... 2003-07
Johan Burger ...................... 2000-0 I
Steven Burns .................... , . 1996-97
Brett Bystydzienski .................... 1994

C-0-E
Frederico Celano , ........ , . ... . . .2004-pres
Fletcher Coonan .................2006-pres
Javier Correa ......................... 2000
Ttm Cote . ....... .. ..... . ....... . .2005-06
Ed Crowley . . ..... . ..... . ...... .. .2002-04
David Crkvenac .. ........... . ... .... .1999
Gavin Dear . , ..................... 2002-06
Beau Deason . , ....................... 200 I
Chris Dombrowski ... . ... . ..... . , .. .. . 1994
John Mark Edwards ..... . ....... .. .... 2002
Mark Eigner . . . .... ..... ........ . .2002-06
Barry Erenrich .... , ................ 2000-02
Brett Erickson ........................ 1999

F-G
Loren Farinelli .................. . .. 1993-94
Andy Farmer ...................... 1994-95
Anthony Figlia , ........ . ..... ... ... 2004-07
Alan Fort . . . .......... ... .... . , ... 1993-94
Jonathan Gibbins .. . .. .. . .•........... 1997
Federico Gogliormella ........... , . .. 2000-02
Greg Gonzales ... ..... ........... 2005-pres
Campbell Gordon .. ... .. ....... .. 2004-pres
Chris Granfelt ... , ....... . .... .... .... 1993
Anthony Greco .................... 1998-01
Marc Grinberg ............. ... ..... 1993-96

H-1-J
R.G. Hackett . . .................. .2003-006
Hylton Heard ... . . ... . , ... .... .. .. 1995-97
James Jankowski .......... .. ... .... . , .2006
Joe Jemsek ...... .. ..... . ... . .. ... .. . 1996

K-L
Devin Kay ... .. .. ...... .. , ..•..... 2006-07
Keith Knox .. . ..... . ..... ... . . ....... 1996
Borja LaRoche .. . ........ . ... .. . ... 1999-00
Josh Lebrun ..... ........ . .... . . . , .2003-05
Ricky Lee .................... . ... 1998-99

Chris McGuirk .. , , ................... 1995
Keir McNicoll .... , .......... ....... 2002-06
Mike Milewski ....................... 2002
Leonardo Morengo ... ... .. . . , ...... 2006-07

N-0-P
Ricky Nobukawa ..... . ........ ... .... 1993
David Nudds ......................2005-06
Henrik Nystrom ........ , .......... , .. 1993
Ken Oppenheim . . ............ . ..... .. 1998
Steve Ossinger . . ..... ... . .. ....... . .. 2000
Steve Pappas ........•............. 1993-94
Ricardo Polo .......... ..... ....... 2006-07
Wicus Potgieter ......•............. 1996-99
Mike Pugliese ........ . .. . ... ... ...... 1998

R-S
Scott Register . , .... . . .. .. . ..... . , .1994-95
Kevin Ryan . . . , , ................ , . ... 1997
Michael Ryan .. , .................. 1996-97
Patricio Salem , .................. 2006-pres
Sebastian Salem ... ... .... ... . .. . .. .2002-06
Kevin Samstag . , .. . ... . .......... .. 1998-0 I
Micke Scott ... , . . .. , .............. 2002-05
Casey Schrader , ............. , , .. 2006-pres
Scott Simmons . .. . ... ... .. . .... . , .1996-97
Pete Sirianni . . ............... ..... 1998-01
Christian Skoglund ......... .. .. .. . . 1998-99
Jason Sundermeir .................. 1998-99
Ken Starck .... .... . .... .. ....... . . 1995-98

T-U-V
Jason Wiggill .. .. ....... .. ........... 1999

Ping/ GCAA All-Region
2006-07
Scott Aydelotte ............... . ........2nd

2005-06
Hoyt McGarity ........................ 1st
Keir McNicoll ..................... .. . . 1st

2004-05
Hoyt McGarity ..... .. . .. ...... .. ... ... 1st
Gavin Dear ......• . ....•.............. 1st

NAIA Academic All-American
David Levasseur ............. . ........ 1985
Peter Cherry ..... . ............ . ...... 1988
Richard McKillop ..................... l 988

Cleveland Golf All-American Scholar
Greg Gonzales ..................... 2006-07
Keir McNicoll ............. , •...... 2005-06
Keir McNicoll .............. , ...... 2004-05

ESPN The Magazine Academic All -District
Keir McNicoll ..................... 2005-06

1st All-SSC Team
Hoyt McGarity, Keir McNicoll . ..... .. 2004-05
Hoyt McGarity ....... . ............ 2003-04
Keir McNicoll, Gavin Dear .... , ...... 2002-03

All -SSC Tournament
Hoyt McGarity, Keir McNicoll . .. ..... 2005-06
Keir McNicoll, Hoyt McGarity ........2005-06
Gavin Dear ........ . ....... . .. . , . .2002-03

W-X-Y-Z

SSC Player of the Year

Dean Walters .................... 2005-pres

Hoyt McGarity .................... 2005-06
Keir McNicoll .. . . . .. ....... . . ..... 2003-04

INDIVIDUAL HONORS

SSC Freshman of the Year
Gavin Dear .... .. . .. .. ... .... .... .2002-03

NAIA All-American

SSC Coach of the Year

Peter Cherry .................. , , ..... 1985
Richard McKillop ..................... 1987
Peter Cherry ... . ..... ........ . . ...... 1987
Ralph Garofano ............ , . ..... ... 1987
Ralph Garofano . , ....•............... 1988
Doug Irwin . . ......... . , ... . .... .... . 1990
Henrik Nystrom .... ........•. . ... . ... 1993
Henrik Nystrom . , .......... .. ... .. , .. 1994
Andrew Farmer .. , .......... .. ... ..... 1995
Alan Fort ....... ..... ... . .. ......... 1995
Andrew Farmer .............•.... , .... 1996
Mare Gringberg ............. . . . ...... 1996

Chris Greenwood . .. . ............. .2005-06
Eric Abreu .......... ............ .. 2003-04

Ping/ GCAA All-American
2005-06

M

Hoyt McGarity .......... .. ..... . ... . . .2nd
Keir McNicoll .. , ..................... HM
Matt Bookatz ........................ HM

Anthony Manarino .... ....... ...... 2000-01
Johan Markus .. . .. ...... , . ..... . .. 1998-01
Hoyt McGarity ........... , . ... .... 2002-06

Hoyt McGarity ... .... .... ... ...... .... 2nd
Keir McNicoll ......... ....... .. . ..... HM

2004-05

NAIA National Coach of the Year
Eric Abreu .......................... 1996

VS. CONFERENCE
SUNSHINE STATE CONFERENCE
Year ................ . . . ....... Record
2006-07 .......... .. .... .... 26-25-01
2005-06 ... ... . . ... .. ....... *35-03-01
2004-05 . ....... . ........ .. .40-15-01
2003-Q.4 ......................*33-06
2002-03 ..... .. .. . ............. 26-09
2001-02 ....................... 15-18
2000-01 .. ... .................. 15-14
1999-00 ........ .... ..... ..... . 19-12
1998-99 .... ... ..... .. ........ *19-14
*Sunshine State Conference Champion

Women's Golf Preview
Lynn University's 2007-08 women's golf
season opens up with a different look and
feel to it. Graduation took two NGCAA AllAmericans while an injury will sideline
another starter until the spring. But the
Fighting Knights calm and collec,tive nature
as well as the rise of some underclassman has
eased worries and given Lynn hope for the
upcoming year.
"We have high expectations for this season,"
said fifth-year head coach Courtney Bibby.
"Our ultimate goal is to win a national
championship.
All of our golfers are
dedicated towards reaching that end as well
as accomplishing their individual goals."
Nine golfers will vie for the five person
starting lineup when the Fighting Knights
begin their season on September 22 at the
Lady Falcon Invite. Although Lynn will be
replacing its two lowest scorers the six
returning players and three newcomers are
more than up for the challenge.

over their shoulders with the addition of
three highly capable freshmen. Anne van
den Bosch, Rebecca Mangone and Becky
Kohberger hope co add to Lynn's tradition of
brilliant golfers as each bring national and
state championship experience co the table.

into the starting lineup. Beuckman is finally
healthy and ready to live up to the
expectations of being one of the top high
school players to come out of Palm Beach
County. Sabitoni has seen her scoring
average drop all three years and has SSC and
National Tournament experience. Not to be
forgotten is junior Megan Mangone and
sophomore Manavi Halwasiya. Mangone
was one of four golfers lase season co
participate in every round and finished with
two top-15 finishes.
Lynn's returning players cannot get
complacent though and will need to look

- ·.

- --- . - ....--

"It appears there will be a couple of positions
for which there may be competition in the
fall and spring semesters," said Bibby. "I'm
not deterred by this but optimistic because
chis will encourage hard work both on and
off the golf course. I expect some new
golfers will start and have a big impact on the
team's resulcs."
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"We have great diversity on our squad which
provides for a terrific mix of youth and
experience," Bibby added. "We lost two
starters last year but our returners have
stepped up their level of competition and I
am confident that with the assistance of our
three new players, we can fill that void."
All eyes will turn towards junior Katy
McNicoll. The junior from Carnoustie,
Scotland led Lynn with a 74.0 scoring
average in the fall before injuring her knee
and missing the spring season. She will miss
the upcoming fall season but is slated to fight
for a spot come spring and will be an
important addition down the stretch.
In the meantime, Lynn' must move past the
early season injury and not get discouraged.
Potential and talent is abound on the LU
squad.
Sophomore Maha Haddioui
highlights the talent available as she finished
third on the team with a 76.96 scoring
average with five top-10 finishes and earned
All-Sunshine State Conference Tournaments
honors.
'Tm anxious to have some of our
upperclassmen back into the mix of practice
and competition," Bibby said. "We had
some devastating injuries last year and with
them returning, they will provide us with
some additional leadership, which will be
invaluable in the spring."
Two seniors, Ali Beuckman and Amanda
Sabitoni, appear poised to make the jump

.. . ·..·, "'
-
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SENIOR, AMANDA SABITONI

-

Courtney Bibby enters her fifth season at the helm of the Lynn University women's golf team. Since caking over head coaching duties in
2003, Bibby has gone 84-51-2 against Sunshine Srate Conference opponents, won eight rournamenrs and built the women's golf program
into a national power consistenrly ranked in che top-five. She has also
coached four NGCA All-America selections and three NGCA AllAmerican Scholars
The 2006-07 season, although filled with ups and downs, was statistically the best season in program history. Bibby's squad posted a program best 32-13-2 record against SSC opponenrs, managed three
tournament victories, set a new team scoring average record (78.32)

while reaching the NCAA Tournament for the third consecutive year.
The Knights dosed out the season ranked fourth but missed the cut
for the national tournament.

Lynn's golf program reached a renaissance of some sorts in 2005-06 as
the Fighting Knights reached the NCAA Championship Tournament
as a team for only the second time in program hisrory (1996-97 was
the first), finishing third overall. Under Bibby's guidance rwo women's
golfers earned All-America honors and a third was named an Academic
All-American.
The Fighting Knights also won a program record four tournaments
and notched a 26-11 record against SSC opponents. No women's golf
team had won more than two tournaments in a season as chc Blue and

White won c!ie Lady Falcon Invite, Fall Preview, NIU Springlake Classic and the NSU Spring Classic.
Bibby's third season came on the heels of a stellar 2004-05 campaign.
Under her watch, the women's ream won the Saint Leo Invite, the first
tournament victory in five years, reached the NCAA Regional, saw an

individual reach the NCAA Division II Championship for the second
consecutive year and posted the lowest team scoring average in pro-

gram history (80.44). The Fighting Knights also notched a program
record 17 wins over SSC opponents, nearly equaling che amount of
the past two seasons combined.

In her first season as head coach, the former Fighting Knight player led
a group of three freshmen and three sophomores to a third place finish at the Sunshine Scace conference championship while overseeing
the development of SSC Freshman-of-the-Year Natasha Morgan, the
lone player ro participate in the NCAA tournament. Bibby also tied
a then program record with nine victories over SSC opponents.

The Skokie, Ill., native succeeded Gregg Cox, who stepped down to
focus on his duties as the Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences.
Bibby, a four-year letrerwinner under Cox, was a rwo-time Most Valuable Player recipient during her time as a Fighting Knight and posted
the ream's lowest stroke-average in three of her four years, becoming

the first player in program history to accomplish chis fear. She also
earned All-SSC and All-SSC Tournament honors as a senior, when she
helped lead Lynn to a second place finish at the conference tournament and an invitation to the NCAA Regional tournament.

Off 1he course, Bibby has already received a pair of degrees from Lynn
and is working on a third. She has earned a bachelor's degree with
honors in business managcmcnc, a Masters in Business Administracion

with honors, and is currently pursuing her Ph.D. in corporate leadership. She accumulated a spotless 4.0 grade point average during her
time as an undergraduate and was named LU Scholar-Athlete-of-1heYear in 2000-0 I.
Extremely active in the community, Bibby participated in numerous
community service iniciativcs during her time spent as a student-ath•

lete, including Hoops for the Homeless, Walk for Breast Cancer and
working as a soup kitchen volunteer. The beneficiary of presidential
and honors scholarships to Lynn, she is a member of the Lynn University Honors Society.
Away from coaching, Bibby's golf experience includes time spent as a
golf instructor at Boca Raron's Don Law Golf Learning Center and as
a golf assistant at Boca Lago Country Club in Boca Raton.
Born Courtney Lyn Krell on December 17, 1979 in Skokie, Illinois,
she is married ro Grier Bibby. She enjoys gardening, biking and outdoor activicies.

5th Season

Grier Bibby enters his fourrh year as assistant coach of the
Lynn University women's golf program. Bibby oversees
travel arrangements, recruiting, ordering of equipment
and golf materials as well as setting up practice rimes
during rhe season and ar tournaments.
Away from Lynn, Bibby works at the Boca Lago Country
Club as the club pro, a position he has held for rhe past
seven years. Ar Boca Lago he is able to promote and teach
juniors the game of golf.

Bibby also serves as a PGA

apprentice and is working towards being a PGA member.
A graduate of Skidmore College in 1997, Bibby received
his Bacehors Degree in Finance while playing golf one
season for the Thoroughbreds. He attended Niskayuna
High School and lettered in baseball, basketball and golf.
Born May 24, 1974 in Niskayuna, N.Y. Bibby is married
ro head c6ach Courtney Bibby. In his off rime he loves to
travel to experience different places and cultures as well as
terrific golf courses.

4th Season

• The women's golf program is one of six teams at Lynn to win a national championship and one
of just four teams to capture multiple national crowns
• Lynn captured three consecutive national titles In the mid-1990s, coming away with the 1995
and 1996 NAIA titles and the 1997 NCAA Division II National Championship
• Former coach Gregg Cox was a two-time NAIA National Coach of the Year (1995-96)
• Three women's golfers have clai,ned NAIA National Individual Champinships: Genevieve
Lavedure (1993) Josefin Stalvant (1995) and Zoe Grimbeek (1996)
• In 2006, Stalvant was the first women 's golfer selected into the Lynn University Athletic Hall of
Fame
• Grimbeek was named the Rolex Division II Player of the Year in 1996
• Natasha Morgan was named the 2004 Sunshine State Conference Freshman of the Year and
competed as an individual in the NCAA Division II National Tournament
• The women's golf program has 10 All-America selections with only Stalvant and Morgan
earning multiple honors

BACK Row (L-R): C. BIBBY, A. SABITONI, B. KOHBERGER, K . MCNICOLL, M. HADDIOUI, G. BIBBY
FRONT Row(L-R): A. VAN DEN BOSCH, M. HALWASIYA, M. MANGONE, R. MANGONE , A. BEUCKMAN

NAME
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Ali Beuckman
Maha Haddioui
Manavi Halwasiya
Megan Mangone
Rebecca Mangone
Katie McNicoll
Amanda Sabitoni
Anne van den Bosch
Becky Kohberger

5-2
5-5
5-1
5-4
5-2
5-7
5-7
5-10
5-5

Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

Jupiter, Fla./The Benjamin School
Agadir, Morocco/Agadir French High School
Calcutta, India/Modern High School
Windham, N.HJSalem High School
Windham, N.H./Salem High School
Carnoustie, Scotland/Carnoustie High School
Cranston, R.1./LaSalle Academy
Sint-Oedenrode, Netherlands/Eide College
Kittatinny Regional HS/Newton, N.J.

HEAD COACH: COURTNEY BIBBY
ASSISTANT COACH: GRIER BIBBY

Junior (2006-07): Did not participate in any events.
Sophomore (2005-06): Participated in six tournaments .. .
finished with an 83.67 scoring average over 15 rounds .. .
shoe a 168 at both the Lady Falcon Invite (9/24-25) and
che Fall Preview (10/ 16-18).

Freshman

(2004-05):

Participated

in

cwo

fall

cournaments ... finished with an 83.33 scoring average,
sixth on che team, over six rounds ... nocched one cop-10
finish ... shot a season and career-low 78 in the second
round of the Saine Leo Invite (10/3-5) en route co tying
for seventh place individually ... shoe a career-low 54-hole
score of 249 at the Pat Bradley In vice (I 0/7-10).
High School: Played for Bill Beuckman and Phylis
Wissner at The Benjamin School. .. five-year lecterwinner ... fiveyear MVP ... helped lead team to district cities from
2000-01 co 20.02-03 ... helped lead team co regional title
and a seventh place finish at state competition in 200102 season ... named the Palm Beach Posr Player-of-the-Year
for two consecutive years (2000-2002) ... named the SunSentinel Player-of-the-Year for 2001-02 ... WPEC Channel
12 Athlete-of-the-Week in 2002.

Personal: Born Alexandra Laura Beuckman on August 11,
1986 in Margate, Fla ... daughter of Bill and Laura
Beuckman ... psychology major. .. liscs fishing, working out
and hanging out with friends as her hobbies ... describes
herself as outgoing and friendly.
Low 18: 77/NSU UNICCO Invite (3/26-28, 2006)
Low 36: 161/NSU UNICCO Invite (3/26-28, 2006)
Low 54: 249/SSC Championships (4/9-11, 2006)
Best Finish: T-7ch/SLU Fall Preview (10/3-5, 2005)

Junior {200 6-07): Participated in three tournaments ...
finished with an 82. 14 scoring average over seven
rounds ... improved her scoring average by over two strokes
from the previous year. .. shot a career-low 158 over 36
holes at the NIU Springlake Invite (3/8-10) ... shot a 243,
setting a new personal best for 54-holes, at the Peggy Kirk
Bell (3/11-13).
Sophomo re (2005-06): Participated in three rournaments ... finished with an 84.88 scoring average over eight
rounds ... shot a 176 at the NSU Spring Classic (3/26-28},
her first tournament of the year ... shot a then career-low
54-hole total of 247 at the NCAA South Regional Tournament (4/29-30) ... opened the NCAA Championship
with a career best 79 in the first round ... shot a 256 at the
NCAA Championship (5/10-13).
Fres hman (2 004-05): Participated in four tournaments ... finished with an 84.54 scoring average over 11
rounds ... improved nearly three strokes between fall
(85.67) and spring (83.2) seasons ... notched two top-15
finishes ... shot a season and career-low 54-hole score of
254 at the Saint Leo Invite (10/3-5), finishing 10th individually ... fired rounds of 80 and 81 at the NSU
UNICCO Invite (3/28-29) to finish 14th overall...shot a
careet-low 79 in the first round of the Ryder Florida
Women's Collegiate (4/1-3) ... named team's Most Improved Player.
Hig h School: Played for coach Sue Mouchon at LaSalle
Academy ... four-year letterwinner ... finished first overall
in the state championship ... earned 2004 golf athletic
award ... named most improved in 2004 ... named First
Team All-State in 2004 ... two-year letterwinner in basketball (2000-01) ... helped lead team to consecutive state ticles.
Pers onal: Born Amanda Erica Sabitoni on October 8,
1985 in Providence, R.I...daughter of Armand and Linda
Sabitoni ... hospitality management major, with a minor in
business management .. .lists shopping, listening to music
and playing golf as her hobbies ... describes herself as a
leader, sociable, punctual, and a hard-worker.
Low
Low
Low
Bes t

18: 77/ NIU Springlake Invite (3/8-10, 2007)
36: 158/NIU Springlake Invite (3/8-10, 2007)
54: 243/Peggy Kirk Bell {3/11-13, 2007)
Finish: 10/SLU Fall Preview (10/3-5, 2005)

5 h> t
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Sophomore
(2006-07):
Participated
in
11
rournamenrs ... one of four golfers to participate in every
round ... finished rhe season with an 80.93 scoring
average ... recorded rwo rop-15 finishes ... tied for 12th at
the Fall Preview (10/22-24) after shooting 162 ... shot a 73
in the opening round en route to a 36-hole score of 149,
both career bests, at the NIU Springlake Invite (3/810) ... helped carry the Knights to a third place finish at
the SSC Championships (4/ 15-17) where she shot 244 to
place 2 lst ... shor a 54-hole total of 250 at rhe NCAA
Regional Tournament (4/29-5/ I) .
Freshman (2005-06): Participated in four tournaments . . .
finished with an 80.67 scoring average over nine rounds .. .
notched one top-five finish ... tied for 33rd with a 164 at
the Lady Falcon Invite (9/24-25), her first career
tournament ... helped rhe Fighting Knights to victory with
a fifth place finish and career low 36-hole total of 156 at
the Fall Preview (I 0/ I 6-18) ... shot a career-best 77 in the
second round of the Fall Preview ... tied for 21st at the
NSU Spring Classic (3/26-28) with a two-day score of
164.
.
High School: Played for Ben Adams at Salem High
School. .. four-year letterwinner ... named Fall Outstanding
Female Athlete in 2004 ... New Hampshire Girls State
High School Champion in 2003 ... participated in the
marching band.
Personal: Born Megan Marie Mangone on December 2,
1986 in Manchester, N .H ... daughter of Tom and Lisa
Mangone ... communications major. .. enjoys golfing, going
to the beach, and watching Red Sox games ... describes
herself as active, conscious, kind and outgoing.
Low
Low
Low
Best

18: 73/Twice, NIU Springlake Invite (3/8-10, 2007)
36: 149/ NIU Springlake Invite (3/8-10, 2007)
54 : 234/Lady Moc Invite (2/24-27, 2007)
Finish : 5th/SLU Fall Preview (10/16-18, 2005)
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Salem High School

Sophomore (2006-07): Participated in four tournaments
before a season-ending knee injury ... led the Knights with
a 74.0 scoring average over eight rounds, marking a fivestroke improvement from the previous season . .. finished
the season with four top 15 finishes, three cop-five and
two first place finishes .... shot a career-low 145 in two
rounds, including a personal best 70 in the final round, at
the Lady Falcon Invite (9/23-24), which was good for
third place overall ... won her first career tournament, the
NSU Fall Classic (10/15-17) and took medalist honors at
the Fall Preview (10/22-24) shooting a 146 respectively.
Freshman
(2005-06):
Participated
in
seven
tournaments ... recorded a 79.0 scoring average over 19
rounds, fourth best on the team ... notched four top-I 5,
two top-IO and one runner-up finish ... shoc a 245, eying
for 29th individually, at che Peggy Kirk Bell (3/5-7), her
first career tournament ... tied for ninth with a 36-hole
score of 150 at the Springlake Invite (3/ I 0-11) ... finished
runner-up to teammate Natasha Morgan at the NSU
Spring Classic (3/26-28), tying her career-low 36-hole
total of 150 ... shot a career-best 71 in the final round of
the NCAA Regionals (4/29-30) en route to a three-round
score of 23 I, also a career-best, and a tie for I 4th
place ... cied for 14th at the NCAA Championship (5/1013) with a three-round score of 238.
Personal: Born Katy Louise McNicoll on February 20,
1988 in Dundee, Scotland ... daughter of David and
Valerie McNicoll. .. brother Keir played for the Lynn
University's men's golf team ... business administration
major. .. hobbies include golfing, shopping and going to
the gym ... describes herself as flamboyant, diligent,
determined and considerate.
Low
Low
Low
Best

18: 70/Lady Falcon Invite (9/23-24, 2006)
36: 145/ Lady Falcon Invite (9/23-24, 2006)
54: 231/NCAA South Regional (4/29-30, 2006)
Finish: !st/Twice, SLU Fall Preview (10/22-24, 2006)

5-foot-'7

Freshman (2006-07): Participated in all 11 tournaments ...
one of four golfers to participate in every round ... finished
the season with a 76.96 scoring average ... recorded six top15 and four top-five finishes ... shot a two round
season-best I 49, tying for fifrh at the Lady Falcon Invite
(9/23-24) in her first career tournament ... tied for fourth
place individually and helped the Fighting Knights take
first overall after shooting a 152 at the SLU Fall Preview
(I 0/22-24) ... shot a 54-hole tournament low 225 at the

Peggy Kirk Bell (3/11-13), which was also good for fifrh
place ... finished tied for fourth place after shooting a 229
at the SSC Championships (4/15-17) ... only member of
the Fighting Knights to be selected co the SSC AllTournament team.
Prior to Lynn: Played with the Moroccan National mixed
team ... two-time champion of the

Morocco Junior

Tournament· (2002-03) ... three-time champion of the
Morocco Championships (2003-05) ... two-time Arab
Amateur champion (2004-05) ... claimed the Belgium
Tigers Cup in 2003.
Personal: Born Maha Haddioui on May 15, 1988 in
Casablanca, Morocco ... daughter of Haddioui Fadel and
Tamou Haddioui Abounnaaim ... sports and recreation
management major ... describes herself as motivated, shy
ambitious and generous.
Low 18 : 73/Twice, Peggy Kirk Bell (3/11-13, 2007)
Low 36: 149/Lady Falcon Invite (9/23-24, 2006)
Low 54: 225/ Peggy Kirk Bell (3/J 1-13, 2007)
Best Finish: T-4th/Twice, SSC Championships (4/ 15-17, 2007)
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(2006-07):

Participated

in

three

tournaments ... finished with a scoring average of 81.67 in
nine rounds ... shot 244 in three rounds which tied her for
22nd overall at the SSC Championships (4/ 15-17) ... shot
a 253 at the NCAA South Regional (4/29-5/l) co finish
31st overall.
Prior to Lynn: Named the no . 3 amateur golfer in India .. .

chosen

for

the

India

Women's

National

Golf

Team ... finished in the top-three of the South India Ladies
golf tournament (2005) and All-India Ladies golf
tournament (2004) ... represented her country in the Asia
Pacific Junior golf tournament (2003-04) ... won the East
India Ladies Amateur (2004) ... no. l junior golfer for the
year 2004.
Personal: Born Manavi Halwasiya on September 25, 1987

in

Calcutta,

India ... daughter

Halwasiya ... business

of Lalit

administration

and

Tara

major ... enjoys

surfing the internet, hanging out with friends and
dancing ... describes herself as accommodating, determined
and friendly.
Low 18: 76/Lady Moc Invite (2/24-27, 2007)

Low 36: NIA
Low 54: 238/ Lady Moc Invite (2/24-27, 2007)
Best Finish: T-22nd/SSC Championships (4/ 15-17, 2007)
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Modem High School

5-FOOT-2
WINDHAM, N.H
SALEM HIGH SCHOOL

5-FOOT-5
NEWTON, N.J.
KITTATINNY REGIONAL HS

High School: I 1
for Ben
Adams at Salem High \, 111. ••
four-ye~Hettcrwinner .helped I
Blue Devils to , fourth place finish

High School: Played for Jim
Green at Kittatinny Regional
High School. .. recorded a scoring
iYerage of 41 for nine holes as
a o$enior ... named Academic
\ I IL and All-Area . . . was
the \f J L Girls Golf Festival

at the Seate Championship.
recorded a stroke average of 38 (for
nine holes as a senior
participated in the marching
I, ,I .was
member of the
"1at •n~

Honors

Technical

Socie~

re r\on id:

Born Rebecca Lynric
1989 in
,h ·,r~,
11 .daughter of
Thomas ,and ,,. Mangone.
•c•n~ oi1 March,

business , 1m1sr 1 "' malor,
older sister ~ Lpn i a junior with
the women's ·., f 1,
.lists the
movie and nachos
,j describes
pc1;,c.1 ,;1l
I 1
indepen

and

I 11,1 I)

II II

Personal: Born Becky Lynn
Kohbcrger "'' November 22,
1988 in Newton , N.J .. .
daughter , Robin and Mary
Berh
,J h~rgL·r ... has one
,,,,.,
, (16) ... business

5-FOOT-1O

Sint-Oedenrode, The Netherlands
Eide College

Prior to Lynn: Named junior
player of the year five rimes ...
member of the Durch Girls
Squad ... finished sixth at the PreSeason Championship and ninth
at the Dutch Junior Championship
in 2006 .. .was a fifth place finisher
at the Junior Fortis Tour and 10th
place finisher at the Dutch Ladies
Championship in 2005 . .. won the
Junior Challenge Tour in 2004 . ..
placed sixth at the Junior
Challenge Tour in 2003 ...
improved her handicap from a 6.8
to 2.3 over four years.

admin ,, ·t ion major. .. enjoys
wo~king
hc:r free

r and dancing in
c.

Personal: Born Anne van den
Bosch on September 7, 1988 in
Sint-Oedenrode, Netherlands ...
daughter ofWim and Clarie van
den Bosch .. . has one brother,
Maarten (20) ... liberal arts
major ... enjoys playing sports,
watching movies and listening to
music in her spare time . . .describes
herself as motivated, funny and
laid-back ... relarive of Monique
van den Bosch, a two time gold
medalist winner at the Paralympics
in wheelchair tennis.

LADY FALCON INVITE

SPRING LAKE INVITE

Host Institution ... . ..... Daytona Beach C.C.
Location ... . .... . . . . .. Daytona Beach, Fla.
Course . ... . ........... LPGA International
Par/Yardage .. ..... . . . .... . .... .. ... TBA
Host SID .... . ............ . .. Laura Brown
SID Email ... . .......... brownla@dbcc.edu
SID Phone ........................ .N/A

Host Institution . . . • ~ . ... Northern Illinois
Location . . . . . . . .. · . .. .•. Seabring, Fla.
Course . . . • . . • . . . pnog La e Golf Resort
Par/Yardag
.. , , . • . . . . .. .... . .TBA
Host SID . . . ... • , . . , ..• .Joe Summins
SID Email.
. u mins@niu.edu
SID Phone
_ . .... (815) 753-9539

FALL SLAM INVITE

PEGGY KIRK BELL

Host Institution ... . ... . ... .. .. ... .. Flagler
Location ................ St. Augustine, Fla.
Course . ... . ..... .. . .... World Golf Village
Par/Yardage ... .. ....... . .. . ..... 72/TBA
Host SID . . . .. . .... .. ... . .... John Jordan
SID Email . . ......... . ..jjordan@flagler.edu
SID Phone . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .(904) 819-6465

Host Institution ..,~~~... .. .. ...... Rollins
Location . . : . . . . .
Winter Springs, Fla.
Course . .. . , • . . , .. . , , .Tuskawilla C.C.
Par/Yardage . . . . .• .. , , .. . ......... TBA
Host SID . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. .. Nate Weyant
SID Email . . . . .... . nweyant @rollins.edu
SID Phone . . . ~uz;.-.- . . ... (407) 646-2661

NSU FALL CLASSIC

NSU UNICCO INVITE

Host Institution . . . . . ... Nova Southeastern
Location .. .. .... ... , .. . . .. , . . .Davie, Fla.
Course . . . . . . . . . . . ~'PGA ~nal-Haig Course
Par/Yardagll .
. . .... TBA
Host SID .
, .. Jeff Kelley
SID Em~ . •..... . . . ....J f kell @nova.edu
SID Phone . ... . , •... ..... :(954) 262-8275

Host Institution . . . . . . .. .Nova Southeastern
Location .. . ...... •.•. _ .... .Tamarac, Fla.
Golf Course .... , , . . , . . . , . ,a,oodmont C.C.
Par/YardaglJ
.• .. . .. TBA
Host SID . . .
. . . . . . .Jeff Kelley
SID Emaj:
• , . _. . . .jeffkell@nova.edu
SID Ph°""' . . .. •..•... ... 1954)262-8275

TUSCULUM INVITE
Host Institution . ... .. .... . ....... Tusculum
Location .... "' . . • . . . . .KTawah Island, S.C.
Course . , . . .
. .. .'Cougar Point
Par/Yard$.ge . . . . . . . . . . , . . •. 72/6,503
Host SID ·•. . , , . , . , . • . . . . .0¢n Donnelly
SID Email . .. , .. ....ddonneU@tusculum.edu
SID Phone . .. .. . . : ... : . ... (423) 636-7326
LADY MOC INVITE
Host Institution . , • . . . • .. .Florida Southern
Location .. . . • , . . •
, • .Lakeland, Fla.
Course .. . _ . • . . . . ..CJ v land Heights G.C.
Par/Yard ge . . . • • . . . . . . .. . . ... 72/5,997
Host SID • .
. . . . , .Tim Carpenter
SID Email • . . • • . ~.... . .ffltim@aol.com
SID Phone . . . . . . _. . .... (863) 680-3955

SUNSHINE STATE CONFERENCE
TOURNAMENT
Host lnstit•~~ - - - ~
Location . . . . . . . . . . . .
Course .. . SUNSHINE . . . he Duran Club
Par/Yardag-STATE .. .. J. . . . . ...7217, 151
Host SID .
ebecca Vick
SID Email ...
r ick@fit.edu
674-7484

C ......... 1.CE .
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FALL
t.COb-o/
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Falcon Invite .. .Sep. 23-24 .. Riviera Country Club . ..•....... 1st of 13
Lady Eagle Invite ... Sep. 30-0ct.-1 Miromar Lakes Club . ...... . ... 3rd of 9
NSU Fall Classic ••.. .Oct. 15·17 . .. PGA National. ............... 1st of 17
Fall Preview .....•• .Oct. 22-24 . .. Lake Jovita . ................. 1st of 5
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady MOC Invite .... Feb. 24-27 .. Cleveland Heights Golf Club ... 2nd of 13
NIU Springlake Invite Mar. 8-10 ... Springlake G.C. Seabring, Fla.. 2nd of 12
Peggy Kirk Bell ..... Mar. 11-13 .. Tuskawilla Country Club .... . .. 3rd of 13
NSU Unicco Invite ... Mar. 25-27 ., Woodmont Country Club . . .. .. 4th of 12
Florida Collegiate ... Mar. 29-Apr. 1 Don Shula's Golf Resort. ..... 10th of 12
SSC Tournament ... .Apr. 15-17 .. Duran Golf Club, (Florida Tech) .. . T-3rd of 8
NCAA Regional .....Apr. 29-May-1 . The Club at Eaglebrooke (FSC) ..... 6th of 6
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Falcon Invite •. .Sep. 24-25 .. Riviera Country Club . ........•.. 1st of 9
Fall Preview ....... .Oct. 16-18 ..• Lake Jovita, Saint Leo .......... 1st of 7
NSU Fall Classic .... Oct. 22-24 .. PGA National .. ... ......... Cancelled
Pat Bradley .... .... Oct. 20-Nov.2Doral Resport and Spa ..... . . Cancelled
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Moc Invite ... .. Feb. 25-28 .. Cleveland Heights Golf Club ... 8th of 14
Peggy Kirk Bell ..... Mar. 5-7 .... Tuskawilla Country Club ..... . 5th of 13
NIU Springlake Invite . .Mar. 10-11 .. Seabring, Fla . ............... 1st of 18
NSU Unlcco Invite ... .Mar. 26·28 .. Woodmont Country Club ..•..... 1st of 11
Florida Collegiate ... Mar. 31-Apr. 3 Don Shula's Golf Resort. • ..... 8th of 12
SSC Tournament •... Apr. 9-11 ... Eckerd ..... ... . ... ... ..... . 2nd of 7
NCAA Regional . ... .Apr. 29-30 .. Stoneybrook, Pensacola, Fla .... 2nd of 6
NCAA Championship May 10-13 .. Allendale, Mich . . .... . ........ 3rd of 8
FALL
2C0f-~
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Saint Leo Invite .... .Oct. 3·5 .... Lake Jovita, Saint Leo, Fla .• ...... 1st of 3
Pat Bradley Invite ... Oct. 7-10 . .. Doral Resort and Spa, Miami, Fla... 9th of 16
NSU Fall Classic ... .Oct. 16-18 .. Jaccaranda CC, Sunrise, Fla . ... 3rd of 7
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Moc Classic .. .Feb. 26-Mar. 1 Cleveland H8s, Lakeland, Fla ... 8th of 19
Peggy Kirk Bell ..... Mar. 13-15 .. Tuskawilla CC, Winter Park, Fla ... .. 6th of 14
UNICCO Invite .... .Mar. 28-29 .. Woodmont CC, Tamarac, Fla .... 2nd of 8
Florida Collegiate . .. Apr. 1-3 .... Don Shula Resort, Miami, Fla. T-Bth of 14
SSC Championship .Apr. 17-19 .. Lake Jovita, Saini Leo, Fla ... ... 4th of 7
NCAA Regional ..... May 2-4 .... Lakeland, Fla ................. 3rd of 6
NCAA Championship• . .May 17-20 .. Albuquerque, N. M........... .. ..... .
• Elisabeth Whitehouse tied for 15th individually at the NCAA II Championship
FALL
2{0-0f
Tournament
Dates
Site
Rnult
Lady Falcon ....... Sep. 28-29 .. Riviera Country Club ......... 6th of 10
NSU Fall Classic .... Oct. 12-13 .. Jacaranda G.C......... . ...
5th of 8
Pat Bradley Invitational .Oct. 31 · Nov. 2 Doral Resort ............... 13th of 13
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Moc Classic .. .Feb. 28· Mar. 2 Cleveland Heights ..... . .... 16th of 23
Springlake Classic .. Mar. 4-7 . .. . Springlake Country Club ...... 6th of 10
Peggy Kirk Bell .. ... Mar. 9-11 ... Tuscawilla Country Club .. . ... 14th of 14
UNICCO lnivite. . ... Mar. 27-28 .. Chateau Etan Resort, Braselton .... 8th of 11
Florida Collegiate .. .Apr. 2-4 .. . . Don $hula's Resort ......... 12th of 14
SSC Championship .Apr. 11-13 .. Doral Resort, Miami, Fla.... .... 3rd of 6

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Falcon Invite .. Sep. 28-29 .. Riviera Country Club .. ..... . . 4th of 11
Lenoir-Rhyne Inter... Oct. 14 ..... Bay Tree Gold Course . ... .... 2nd of 16
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Golden Panther Champ. Feb. 10-11 .. Doral Resort Silver Course ... 11th of 15
Lady MOC Classic . .Feb. 28- Mar. 2 Cleveland Heights GC ....... 10th of 21
Springlake Classic .. Mar. 7-8 .... Springlake Golf Course ....... 5th of 10
Snowbird lntrcollegiate .Mar. 13-14 .. Pebblecreek CC ............. 7th of 21
Florida Collegiate ...Apr. 4-6 . ... Don $hula's Golf Resort ... . ... 8th of 13
SSC Championship .Apr. 14-15 .. Rio Pinar GC . .. ... .. ........ 2nd of 5
NCAA Regional ..... May 6-7 . ... Lone Palm GC .. ......... ... . 4th of 6

2C0/-02
FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
LADY FALCON INVITE .. SEP. 29-30 .. RIVIERA COUNTRY CLUB ... .. .. 3RD OF 10
NSU FALL CLASSIC .. .OCT. 1-2 .... DORAL GOLF RESORT REO COURSE ..... 3RD OF 9
PAT BRADLEY INVITE ... Nov. 12-13 .. INTERNATIONAL LINKS ....... . .. 4TH OF 11
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
LADY MOC CLASSIC .. MAR. 1-3 .... IMPERIAL LAKES COUNTRY CLUB. 10TH OF 18
SPRINGLAKE CLASSIC • • , • •MAIi. 8·9 •••• SPRIIIGLAIE GOLF COURSE • • ••••••• , 1ST OF 11
SNOWelRO INTRCOLLEGIATE .MAR. 14-15 . . PEBBLECREEK CC .... .. .. .... 6TH OF 22
FGC INVITATIONAL .... MAR. 23-24 .. MIRAMAR LAKES , ............. 4TH OF 9
FLORIDA COLLEGIATE .. APR. 5-7 .... DON SHULA'S GOLF RESORT ... 13TH OF 13
SSC CHAMPIONSHIP... APR. 15-16 .. LAKE JOVITA CC ..... ..... .. .. 4TH OF 4
NCAA REGIONAL . .. .MAY 5-6 .... LINK HILLS CC . . .. .... ....... 4TH OF 5

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Sunshine Invite .Sep. 23-24 .. Riviera Country Club ........ .. 6th of 8
Lady MOC Classic .. Sep. 30· Oct. 1 Cleveland Heights CC . . ...... . 5th of 8
Lenoir-Rhyne Inter . .Oct. 24-25 .. Bay Tree Gold Course ........ 4th of 15
Boca Woods Collegiate .Nov. 12-13 .. Boca Woods CC ... . . ... ..... 2nd of 4
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Springlake Inter ..... Mar. 9-10 ... Springlake Country Club ...... 6th of 16
Snowbird Inter ......Mar. 15-16 .. Pebblereek Country Club ...... 6th of 17
Florida Collegiate ... Mar. 30-Apr. 1 Don $hula's Golf Resort ...... 11th of 14
SSC Championship .Apr. 16-17 .. Lake Jovita CC ..... .. ....... 2nd of 4

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Sunshine Invite .Sep. 25-26 .. Riviera Country Club ... ..•... 3rd of 10
HSU Fall Classic ... .Oct. 11-12 . .. Jaccanda Golf Club .....••••... 1st of 7
Hatter Fall Classic ... Oct. 24-25 .. Deland Country Club ... . .. . . 10th of 14
Pat Bradley Invitational .Oct. 29-30 .. Miami National ....... .. .. . .. 4th ol 10
SPRING
Tournament
SPRINGLAKE COLLEGIATE
PEGGY KIRK BELL INVITE
FLORIDA COLLEGIATE
SSC CHAMPIONSHIP

Dates
Site
Result
.. MAR. 10-11 .. SPRINGLAKE GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB . 9TH OF 18
.. MAR. 13-14 .. TUSCAWILLA COUNTRY CLUB .. . . 12TH OF 15
.. MAR. 31 • AFR. 2DON SHULA'S GOLF RESORT ... 10TH OF 15
.. APR. 8-9 , ... EAGLEBROOK COUNTRY CLUB ..... 3RD OF 4

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
LADY Moc CLASSIC ...OCT. 11-12 .. LONE PALM GOLF CLUB .. . . ..... 2ND OF 5
HATTER FALL CLASSIC .OCT. 24-25 .. DELAND CoUNTRY CLUB .... ... 7TH OF 12
PAT BRADLEY INVITEL .. OCT. 30- Nov. 1 GOLF CLUB OF MIAMI ......... 2ND OF 11

NCAA Regional'
NCAA Championship'
'Natasha Morgan tied for 5th at the So. Regional & 24th at the NCAA II Championship

* BOLD INDICATES TDURNAMEJIT VICTORY

SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
So. Miss.Lady Eagle .Feb. 8-9 .... Timberton Golf Club .....•... 12th of 17
Peggy Kirk Bell Invite Mar. 8-9 .... Tuscawilla G.C........ . ..... 11th of 17
Hatter Spring Fling .. Mar. 20-21 .. Pelican Bay North ............ 4th of 16
Ryder Florida Collegiate Apr. 2-4 .... Don Shula's Golf Resort . . ..... 9th of 12
SSC Championship .Apr. 24-25 .. Eaglebrook Country Club ....... 3rd of 5

FALL
Tournament
Result
Dates
Sile
Stetson Invitational .. Sep. 26-28 .. Rivera Golf Club . . . ... . ..... 2nd of 14
Notre Dame Invite . . .Oct. 23-25 . . Bonita Bay Club ...... .. ...... 5th of 6
FIU/ Pat Bradley Invite .Nov. 7-9 .... Golf Club of Miami ......•.... 6th of 12

17'/}-'tf

FALL
Tournament
Oates
Sile
Result
LADIES SEMINOLE INVITE .. OCT. 16-18 .. SEMINOLE GC TALLAHASSEE, FLA .. .. 15TH OF 15
PAT BRADLEY INTERCOLLEG. 0cT. 22-24 .. GOLF CLUB OF MIAMI. .... . . . ... 8TH OF 8
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Wlnthorp Invitational .Feb. 13-15 . ............................ 1st of 8
Spring Hill intercolleg ... Mar. 4-6 ............................... 4th of 7
Lady Golden Eagle Invite Mar. 20-22 .. Van Hook Golf Course ...... .. 6th of 13
Ryder/Florida lntercolleg.Apr. 1-3 ... . DonShula's Golf Resort . .. . . . . 9th of 11
Sprint-NAIA Invite ... May 23-25 .. Dakota Dunes ............... 4th of 10
* BOUI INDICATES TOORNAMENT VICTORY

SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Miami Preview Classic .Feb. 16-17 .. University Country Club ...... 12th of 17
Snowbird Intercollegiate Mar. 12-13 .. Pebblecreek CC ........... . 12th of 20
So. Miss Lady Eagle .Mar. 16-17 . . Laurel CC . .. ........ .. .. . .. 8th of 18
Ryder/Florida Collegiate Apr. 3-5 .... Miami LakesCC ............. 9th of 12

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Seminole ..... Sep. 13-15 .. Seminole GC .............. 15th of 19
Lady Sunshine Invite . . Sep. 28-29 •. Rivera GC ....... • .•........ 1st of 14
Pat Bradley Invite . .. Nov. 8-10 ... Golf Club of Miami . .. . . ..... . 8th of 14
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
FAU/Miami Preview Clsc Feb. 9-11 ... Calusa Country Club ....... . . 5th of 17
Fripp Island lntercolleg. Mar. 7-9 .... Ocean Point Golf Club ... . ... 10th of 17
So. Miss Lady Eagle . .Mar. 17-18 .. Laurel Country Club ........... ts! of 15
Ryder/Florida Collegiate Apr. 4-6 .... Miami Lakes Country Club .. ... 7th of 12
NCAA II Champion . .. .May 14·17 . .. Mission Inn Golf/Tennis Resort . .... 1st of 8
•NCAA Division II National Champions

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
BahaLady Sunshine .Sep. 16-17 . . Rivera CC ... ....... ... . . .. . ... 10th
Lady Seminole ..... Sep. 29· Oct. 1 Seminole GC . .. . .......... 10th of 15
Mercer Invitational .. .Oct. 30·31. .. Riverside CC ..........•...... t st of7
Pat Bradley Invitational .Nov. 3-5 .... Golf Club of Miami ........... 4th of 12
SPRING
Site
Result
Tournament
Dates
OWL PREVIEW . .. .... FEB. 18-20 .. FT. LAUDERDALE .... . ........ 7TH OF 13
FRIPP ISLANDINTERCOLLEG. MAR. 7-10 .. . FRIPP ISLAND . ........ . . .. . 11TH OF 24
LADYEAGLEINVITATIONAL .MAR. 17-19 .. LAUREL CC ................. 4TH OF 13
RYDER/FLORIDA COLLEGIATEAPR. 4-7 . ... DON $HULA'S GOLF RESORT . . .. 8TH OF 12
*NAIA DIVISION II NATIONAL CHAMPIONS

FALL
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
Lady Seminole Invite .Sep. 16-18 .. Seminole GC . ...... . ...... 15th of 17
Lady Sinshine ......Oct. 1-2 .... Rivera CC . . ................ 7th of 14
Pat Bradley Invite ... Oct. 28·30 .. Don Shula's Golf Resort. ... . ... 5th of 8
Mercer Women's Invite Nov. 14-15... Houston Lk. Golf & CC .......... 1st of 7
SPRING
Tournament
Dates
Site
Result
LDDS Owl Preview Clsc Feb. 21 ..... lnverrary Resort and CC ..... T-8th of 18
Lady Eagle Invite . . .Mar. 20-21 . .... . .. . ... . ...... . ........ 7th of 17
Ryder/Florida Collegiate Apr 7-9 ... , . Don Shula's Golf Resort. ...... 7th of 11
NGCA II Championships May 8-10 . . . The Links, IN . . ......... .. ... 3rd of 6
'NAIA Division II National Champions
JUNIOR, KATIE MCNICOLL

zCX>11-07
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total
.... 592
... 2064
... 2069
... 2078
... 2185
.... 735
.... 575
....432
TOTALS •.............................. .40 .. .3065 ..... 76.63 ............. . 97 .. .7665 .. .79.02 ........... .137 .• 10730

Katy McNicoll ......•......................8 .... 592 ....... 74 .............................................. 8
Elise Brandt ............................. .8 .... 612 ..... 76.50 ............... 19 ... 1452 .. .76.42 ............. 27
Natasha Morgan ...........................8 .... 604 ..... 75.50 ............... 19 . .. 1465 ... n.11 .............27
MahaHaddioui .......•.................. . .8 ....608 ..... 76.00 ............... 19 .. .1470 ... 77.37 ............. 27
Megan Mangone . ...................•......8 ....649 ... .. 81.13 ............... 19 ... 1536 ... 80.84 .............27
Manavi Halawasiya .. . .................. .... .................. .. ......... ... .. 9 .... 735 ... 81.67 .............. 9
Amanda Sabitoni .............................................................7 .... 575 ... 82.14 ............. .7
Josie Artymovich ......................... . .......................... .. ....... 5 . .. .432 ... 86.40 .............. 5

Avg
.... 74.00
... .76.44
.... 76.63
.... 76.96
.... 80.93
.... 81.67
.... 82.14
.... 86.40
... .78.32

Z~-Ob
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total
... 1463
... 1709
... 1740
... 1501
....415
.... 820
... .919
.... 679
.... 183
TOTALS .•••................••..•.••.•. .20 .• .1571 .•.. .78.55 .....•..•... .118 .. .9429

............. 26
.. .. ..... . ... 26
............. 19
.............. 9
... .. ........ 10
............. 15
.............. 8
.............. 2
........••• •138

Total
... 1761
... 2015
. .. 2051
... 1501
.. . .735
.... 820
... 1255
.... 679
.... 183
.. 11000

Avg
.... 76.57
.... 77.50
.... 78.88
.... 79.00
.... 81.67
.... 82.00
....83.67
....84.88
.... 91.50
... .79.71

Avg
Rds
Total
Avg
Rds
..... 79.40 . .......... ... .17 ... 1326 ... 78.00 ............. 22
..... 78.88 ...............21 ... 1645 . .. 78.33 ............. 29
..... 77.38 ............... 17 ... 1360 ... 80.00 ......... , ... 25
. ...................... .14 ... 1135 ... 81.07 .... . ........ 14
..... 82.80 ................ 9 .... 744 ... 82.67 ............. 14
.....83.33 ..... .. ......... ... ... . ...... . . . ............. .6
..... 85.67 .. .............. 5 .... 416 ... 83.20 ............. 11
... .. 86.00 ................ 6 .... 504 ... 84.00 ....•......... 8
TOTALS ...•.........................•• .40 .. •3247 •••.. 81.18 ......•••.•.. .89 ••. 7130 .. .80.11 •.... ... •.. .129

Total
... 1723
.. .2276
... 1979
... 1135
. .. 1158
... .500
.... 930
....676
.. 103TT

Avg
....78.32
.... 78.48
.... 79.16
.... 81.07
.... 82.71
. ... 83.33
.. ..84.54
....84.50
. .. .80.44

Total
... 1852
... 1902
... 1905
... 1990
. ... 350
... 1967
.... 305
TOTALS ..•..••.•..•................... .35 .. .3052 ......87.2 ............. .86 .. .7219 .. .83.94 ........... .121 .. 10271

Avg
.... 80.52
....82.69
....82.83
.... 86.52
.... 87.50
.... 89.41
... 101.67
..• .84.88

Natasha Morgan .. ... ..................... .4 .... 298 ...... 74.5 . ......... .. ... 19
Lis Whitehouse ....•......................4 .... 306 ... . ..76.5 .............. .22
Elise Brandt ..............................4 .... 311 ... .. TT.75 ............... 22
KatyMcNicoll ...............................................................19
Megan Mangone ...........•......•....... .4 ... .320 ....... 80 ................ 5
Ashley Nelson .. .. ............. . .......... ... ........................ . ...... 10
Ali Beµckman ........•.............. ... .. .4 .... 336 .......84 ............... 11
Amanda Sabatoni ........................ . ........................ ... ....... .8
JosieArtymovich .............................................................2

Avg
.. .n.oo
.. .77.68
... 79.10
. . .79.00
... 83.00
... 82.00
... 83.55
... 84.88
... 91 .50
.. .79.91

Rds

............. 23

ZCX>f-~
Player

Rds

Total

Natasha Morgan ...........................5 .... 397
Lis Whitehouse ........•............. .. .... 8 .... 631
Elise Brandt ...... . ...•...................8 .... 619
JosieArtymovich ..... ..... ..................... DNP
Anna Kjelldorff .......•....................5 .... 414
Ali Beuckman .........•................ . .. 6 .... 500
AmandaSabitoni ...... , ................... 6 .... 514
Ashley Nelson . ........• .. .... .. ........... 2 .... 172

ZO::,-Of
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Natasha Morgan ............................................•...............23 .. .1852 ... 80.52 ...... .... .. .23
Elis Brandt ..........................•....7 ....574 .......82 ............... 16 ... 1328 ... 83.00 ...•......... 23
JosieArtymovich ..........................7 ....591 ..... 84.43 ............... 16 ... 1314 ...82.13 .. . .......... 23
Ashley Nelson ......•......................7 .... 614 .. . .. 87.71 ............... 16 ... 1376 ... 86.00 .............23
Britta Konary ..............................4 .... 350 ..... 87.50 .... . ............ . ........................... .4
Courtnay Montgomery ......................7 ... .618 ..... 88.29 .......... ..... 15 ... 1349 ... 89.93 ............ .22
Erika Freese ..............................3 .... 305 .... 101.67 .............................................. 3

zCX>z-C,
Player

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

Rds

Total

Avg

Courtney Krell ..........•................. .3 ....237 ..... 79.00 ............... 18 ... 1434 ... 79.67 ........ ..... 21 ... 1671 .... 79.57

n.oo ..... ......... .18 ... 1450

Esther Lee .. ......... ... .................3 .... 231 .... .

...80.56 ............. 21 ... 1681 .... 80.05

Veronica Maldonado .........................................................18 .. .1475 .. .81.94 .. .... ....... 18 ... 1475 .. .. 81.94
Jenny Moss .............•.................3 ....253 .....84.33 ............... 11 .... 917 ...83.36 ........•.... 14 ... 1170 . .. .83.57
Ashley Nelson ............•................ 3 .... 255 ..... 85.00 ................9 .... 766 ... 85.11 .... , ........ 12 ... 1021 .... 85.08
Courtnay Montgomery ..................... .2 ... .170 ... .. 85.00 ............... 16 ... 1380 ...86.25 ............ .18 ... 1550 . ... 86.11

TOTALS ........... ...........•........ .14 .. .1146 ..... 81.86 ...•......... .90 .. .7422 .. .82.47 ..... ...... .104 .. .8568 ... .82.38

zCO/-Oz
Player , , , ..••••• , •• •• • .•• , , , ••••••. , , .Rds ••. Total , •••• .Avg ............ .Rds •. ,Total •••• .Avg •.••. •• . • •• .Rds ... Total .... .Avg
Courtney Krell .............................6 ... .479 .. .. .79.83 ............... 16 .. . 1291 ... 80.69 ....... . .... .22
GabriellaJakobsson ........................6 . .. .485 ..... 80.83 .. .. . ........... 7 .... 570 ... 81.43 ............ . 13
Esther Lee ........ ..•.. . ...... ...........6 . .. .496 ..... 82.67 ............... 16 ... 1299 ... 81 .19 ..... . ...... .22
Veronica Maldonado . .... ..... ........ ...... ... ...... ..... ....... ..... ...... . 11 .... 918 .. .83.45 ............ . 11
Michele Berger .......... , ........ .. ...... .6 ... .491 ..... 81 .83 .......... ..... .5 ... .435 ... 87.00 ............. 11
Jenny Moss ...............................3 .... 251 . ....83.67 ....•.... .. .. . .. 9 .... 771 ... 85.67 ...•......... 12
Courtnay Montgomery ... ................ .... ....... . . .............. . .. ....... 14 ... 1197 ... 85.50 ..... ....... . 14
Svetlana Gounkina ......................... 1 ..... 83 .... .83.00 ........... ..... ... .. ....... . ......... . ...... . 1
Nola Trimble ...........•...... .. .......... 1 .... .83 .... .83.00 .................................. , ........... 1
Jackie Walsh .............................. 1 ..... 85 ..... 85.00 ...... ... ............. . .......... . ... ......... 1
Katie Cruise ...... . ..... , .................4 ... .375 ..... 93.75 ............ ... ............ . .. ............... .4

... 1770 .... 80.45
. . . 1055. , .. 81.15
... 1795 .... 81 .64
.... 918 .... 83.45
.... 926 .... 84.18
... 1022 .. .. 85.17
... 1197 .... 85.50
..... 83 .... 83.00
..... 83 .... 83.00
..... 85 .. .. 85.00
. .. .375 .... 93. 75

TOTALS ••••••• , ...•...•••...•..•...... .34 •• .2828 .••..83.18 •••••..•••••• .78 .. .6481 •• .83.09 •• •••••..•• •112 . • . 9309 ... .83.12

zcxo-01
Player •••• , . , ................... , •... .Rds .. .Total •.• , , .Avg ............ .Rds ... Total •••• .Avg •.. , •..•••• .Rds ••. Total • , .• .Avg
Gabriella Jakobsson ........................8 ... .660 ..... 82.50 ......... .. ..... 9 . ... 720 ... 80.00 .. ......... .. 17
Therese Bohlin ..... . .... •... ....... ........... . ..... ... ....... ... . ....... .... 6 ... .489 ... 81.50 ......... . .... 6
Courtney Krell . . ...........................8 .... 659 .....82.38 ....... . . . . .. .. 13 .. . 1063 ... 81.77 ............. 21
Veronica Maldonado .... ...... ........ . .....8 ....679 ..... 84.88 ........•.......9 .... 742 . ..82.44 ............. 17
Svetlana Gounkina ....... . .................8 .... 700 ..... 87.50 . .......•• ...... 7 •. .. 563 . .. 80.43 ......••..... 15
Michele Berger ........................ , ...6 .... 501 ..... 83.50 ...........•....3 ....257 ... 85.67 ..............9
Alynn Amaral ......... .. .... . ............ .8 .... 712 ..... 89.00 ...................................... , ...... .8
Holly Fortier ........ ...... .. ......... ... .. 6 .... 542 ..... 90.33 ..... . .......... ...... ........................6
Nola Trimble ..............................6 . ... 551 . .... 91.83 .......... . ...................................6

... 1380
... .489
... 1722
. .. 1421
... 1263
.... 758
.... 712
.... 542
....551

.... 81.18
.... 81.50
... .82.00
.... 83.59
... .84.20
....84.22
... .89.00
.... 90.33
... .91 .83

TOTALS .... , •••••••••••..•••...•.•••.• .58 .• .5004 •. , . .86.28 ........••••• •47 •• .3834 .. .81.57 .. , •••.•.•. .105 •. .8838 ••• •84.17

tm-zcxo
Player ••........•................ , .•• .Rds ••. Total ••••• .Avg ............ .Rds ... Total .• , , .Avg •••• , •....• .Rds ... Total . , , . •Avg
Courtney Krell ............................. 1
Therese Bohlin ............................7
Veronica Maldonado ... .......... .. ......... 7
Michele Berger ............................7
Svetlana Gounkina .........................5
Gabriella Jakobsson ........................7
Katie Cruise .............................. 1
Freska Darlion ................. . ..........3
Pamela Lundquist ..... ...... . .•............ 1

... .. 80
. ... 571
.... 591
.. .. 594
.... 415
.... 589
..• .. 82
.... 247
.... .88

..... 80.00
.....81.57
..... 84.43
..... 84.86
..... 83.00
.... .84.14
..... 82.00
..... 82.33
..... 88.00

................9 .... 736 ... 81 .77 ............. 10
. ...............9 .... 740 ... 82 .22 ............. 16
................9 .... 738 ... 82.00 ............. 16
........ ...... .. 6 ... .487 .. .81.17 ............. 13
............... .5 ... .423 .. .84.60 .... .. ....... 10
................7 ... .608 ... 86.88 . ........... . 14
..............................................1
........ . ................ . .. ... . . ...... .... ...3
.... ............ .. .. ... ....................... 1

.... 816
... 1311
... 1329
... 1081
.... 838
.. .1197
..... 82
.... 247
..... 88

.... 81 .60
....81.94
... .83.07
. ... 83.15
.... 83.80
.. . .85.50
... .82.00
.... 82.33
... .88 .00

TOTALS • , ••••••••• , , .••••••••••••••••. .39 •• •3257 ..•• .83.51 •.•••••.... .. .45 .. .3732 .• .82.93 ....••...... .84 •• .6989 ••. .83.20

tr,e-n
Player ...••• , ........................ •Rds •.. Total ••••• .Avg •••••••••••• .Rds ••. Total .... .Avg ........... .Rds ••. Total .... .Avg
GioiaTanto ..............................7 .... 548- ., ...78.29 ............... 11 .... 887 ... 80.64 ............. 18
Carin Skold ......................•........7 .... 548 .... .78.29 .. ..... ....... . 11 .... 903 ... 82.09 ............. 18
Freska Darlion ...... ............. .... ..... 3 ....234 ..... 78.00 ...... . ........ 11 ... .904 .. .82.18 ............. 14
Svetlana Gounkina ....................................... .. ..................9 .... 742 ... 82.44 ............. .9
Colette Konicek .... . .... ....... .....•......7 .... 586 ..... 83.7 1 .... .... ....... .6 .... 496 .. .82 .67 ... .... . .. ... 13
Katie Cruise ........ . .... ........ .. ..... ..7 . ...579 .... .82.71 . . ..............7 .... 590 ... 84.29 ............. 14
Pamela Landquist ................ ... ....... 4 ....354 ..... 88.50 ............................................. .4

... 1435
.. . 1451
... 1138
.... 742
... 1082
.. . 1169
.... 354

.... 79.72
.... 80.61
.... 81.29
.... 82.44
.... 83.23
.... 83.50
. . .. 88.50

TOTALS ...•.••••••••••........ , , ..•..• .35 •• .2849 ..•. .81.40 ••••••••••.•• .55 •. .4522 •• •82.22 .......•••.. .90 •• •7341 ••• .81.90

tnJ-r,
Player .••.......••••••••••..••••... , . .Rds ... Total ••.•. .Avg . ••••••••••• .Rds .•• Total •• , , .Avg ...• , ...... ,1111s •.. Total . , , . .Avg
GioiaTanto ...............................8
Carin Skold ......•........................8
Colette Konicek ............................8
Claire Davies ...... ......... .... ... . ...... 6
Erica Kiyota ...... .. ..... ..... ........ .... .5
Pam Landquist ...................... . .... .6
Katie Cruise ... . . , .............. . .........2

.... 627
.... 636
....665
.... 512
.. . .416
... .519
... . 165

. .. .. 78.38
.... .79.50
..... 83.13
.. .. .85.33
..... 83.20
..... 86.50
.... .82.50

............... 10 .... 809 ... 80.90 ............. 18
.. ........ . . ... 10 . ... 805 ... 80.50 ....... .. .... 18
.. . . . .... . . .. . .10 .... 849 ...84.90 .......... ... 18
...... ...... .. . .4 . ... 344 ... 86.00 ............. 10
.. ... ....... . ... 6 ... .528 .. .88.00 ............. 11
.. .. ...... . ... . 10 ... .876 ... 87.60 ............. 16
......... . ..... . ............. ..... ............2

... 1436
... 1441
... 1514
.... 856
.... 944
.. . 1395
.... 165

.... 79.77
.... 80.06
.... 84.11
... .85.60
... .85.82
... .87.19
.... 82.50

TOTALS ......•••••••••••••...•••.. , ... •43 •• .3540 ..•• .82.33 •••••••••.••• .50 .. .4211 , • •84.22 ... , , •.....• .93 •• •7751 ••• •83.34

lr,b-'!l
Player • • • • ••........•..••••••••.•••.. .Rds .. .Total ••.•• •Avg ............ .Rds ... Total
Zoe Grimbeek ......... . ...... . .....•......5 .... 386 ..... 77.20 ............... 15 ... 1181
JosefinStalvant . . .. . .. . .......... . ... . .. . .5 ... .382 . . . .. 76.40 . .............. 15 ... 1205
Kristi Sirianni ......... ... .. . . . .... . . . .•... .8 .... 635 .•... 79.38 ............... 15 ... 1208
GioiaTanto .. . ...•.................. . ..... 8 . ... 643 . . . .. 80.38 . . . . .... . .. . ... 15 . . .1220
Denise Walters . ...•................. . ..... 8 ... .667 ..... 83.38 . ...............5 .. . .435
Erica Kiyota .. . ...•............. . ..... . ... .3 .... 255 ..... 85.00 .............. . 12 ... 1019
Jennifer Bell . ... . . ..... ..... . ... . .. . .. . ... 3 .... 245 ..... 81 .67 ................3 .... 245
Marjorie Nogveira .... . ...... . ........... . .................... . ...... . ...... . .3 .. . .274
TOTALS •••••••...... : . ..•.••••.••••.•• .40 .. .3213 ..••. 80.33 ••••..•.•... • .83 •.. 6787

••••. Avg
. . .78.73
... 80.33
...80.53
. . .81.33
. . .87.00
... 84.92
... 81 .67
.. .91 .33
•• •81.77

• • ... • . . ••• .Reis
..... . ...... .20
............ .20
..... . ..... .. 23
.......... . .. 23
. . . . . .... ... .13
...... . ...... 15
...... . ....... 6
..............3
•••.•...... .123

.• .Total
.. .1567
... 1587
. .. 1843
. . . 1863
. .. 1102
... 1274
.... 490
.... 274
•. 10000

•••• •Avg
.... 78.35
... .79.35
.. .. 80.13
. .. .81 .00
.... 84.77
. ... 84.93
.... 81.67
....91.33
•••.• 81.3

.... .Avg
. .. 81 .55
... 79.89
.. .81.55
... 89.00
... 87.00
... 96.33
••• .84.3

....••.•••• .Rds
......... . .. .19
...•......... 19
. . . ... . ..... .19
....•...... .19
. . ........... 12
.... ... ....... 5
...•••••••.• . 93

••. Total
.. .1523
.. .1530
... 1544
... 1627
... 1036
... .485
.• .7745

••.• .Avg
....80.16
... .80.53
. ... 81.26
... .85.63
... .86.33
... .97.00
..• .83.28

.Total • • .•• .Avg .••........• .Reis ...Total •... .Avg ........... .Rds
.721
~ 11 ...... . . . ....... 9 .... 735 ... 81 .67 , , .. .. ....... 18
.602
tii' ,00 . . , . . .. . . , ...... 9 . . , .738 .. ,82.00 ....•....... .16
.741
~;> 33 . . . . ........... .8 ... .696 ...87.00 ... . ... . .. .. .17
.782
9 .. . .755 . .. 83.88 ............. 18
.415
00 ... . . . ......... .9 .... 781 ... 86.78 . . .......... .14
.535
89.17 ...... . .... . ..... .. ... . .... . ........ . . . ....... 6
. ...... .. .•. . ........ 1 ..... 94 ... 94.00 ..... . .. . ..... 1
.3796 • • • .84.36 .••••••••...• .45 •• .3799 .. .84.42 •.........•. .90

... Total
. . .1456
... 1340
.. .1437
. . .1537
... 1196
. ... 535
..... 94
... 7595

••.• .Avg
.. .. 80.89
.... 83.75
. . . .84.53
.. .. 85.39
. .. .84.43
. . .. 89.17
... .94.00
... .84.39

l'!'9-'!b
Player •••••••............•••••••••••• .Reis ... Total •••.• .Avg
Joselin Stalvant ............•...... . ..... 10 .... 789 ... . .78.90
ZoeGrimbeek .....
.10 .... 811 .... .81.10
~- ~t
inaMI. . .
10 .... 810 . . . . .81.00
Erica Kiyota
10
26 . .. . .82.60
Kelly Sheehan
.8
.688 ... .86.00
Wendy Johnson
196
. .98.00
TOTALS • • • • . •
, .4120.. • .82.4

....... ....Reis
.9
7

.9
Erica Kiyota ..
Stephanie Mensing .. .
Jli2ndy Johnson .... . ... .
TOTALS . ............... , .•

.9
.5

.6
• .45

••••...•.•.• .Reis •.. Total
.. . ... . ....... .. 9 .... 734
................9 ....719
.. .. ... . .. ... . . .9 . . . .734
. ...... .. ..... . .9 .... 801
. ... .. .. . .... ... 4 ... .348
................3 ... .289
••••......••• .43 .• .3625

a .as ...... .. ...... ..

lrtJ•'!f
Player •••.........•••••••••••• • •• .Rds .• .Total • • ... .Avg ..••••••••.. .Rds •. .Total ••••. Avg
Anna Egertz
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
.509
.84.83 . .............. 12 .... 989 ... 82.42
JoselinStalvant. ... ... . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .
. . ....... .. .• . . . ... 12 ... 1003 ... 83.58
Antoinette Lefevre ...... . .... . ........ .
. .6 .. .. 513 ... 85.50
q
Stephanie M• ·
g .... . ..... .... . ... .
.93.00
12
9
87~42
Liz Burton
. ...... . ... ..... .. .
.6
.548
.91.33...,..,..,..--,-,-:-:
, .-:-.... ' . .1063
,88.58
nee .. . .... . . . . .
.... 101.50
.6
.. . ·.6 .... 616 .. .. 102.67 ................ 1 .. .. 108 .... 108
•. . 2561 •••. •94.85 •...••• •• • •• • .55 .. •4725 • • .l!!i.91
0

........... .Rds .• .Total •.•• .Avg
........... . .18 ... 1498 . ... 83.22
............. 12 .. .1003 .. . .83.58
.. . .......... .6 ... .513 .. . .85.50
. ... .. .... . . .15 ... 1328 .... 88.53
...... 18 ... 1611 .. .. 89.50
.6 .... 609. , .101.50
.. .. .. . .. .
,
.724 ... 103.43
•••••••••.•. .82' .• .7286 • • .88.~

ALL-TIME ROSTER
A-B
Alynn Amaral ... . . . . .. ........ . . ..... 2000
Josie Artymovich . ... . . . .. . . . .. . .... 2003-07
Jennifer Bell . .. . ...... ...... .. ... ... . 1996
Michele Berger ... . . . . . . . ... .... ... 1999-0 l
Ali Beuckman ................. .2004-pres
Therese Bohlin . ... .. .... .. . . . . . . . . 1999-00
Elise Brandt ... . . . . . . ... . ...... .. .. 2003-07
Liz Burton .... . . . . ..... . .. . . . ..... 1993-94

C-D-E
Katie Cruise ... . ... .......... 1997-99, 2000
Freska Darlion ... .. . . . ... .. .. . .. . . . 1998-99
Claire Davies ... .. ........ .. ... . .. . . . 1997
Anna Egertz ........ . ..... . ... . .... 1993-94

F-G-H
Holly Fortier .. ...... . .. . .. . ... .. . .... 2000
Erika Fr~ese ..... .... .... . . ... ....... 2003
Svetlana Gounkina . . . ..... . ... . .... 1998-00
Zoe Grimbeek ....... . ............. 1995-96
Maha Haddioui ................ .2006-pres
Manavi Halwasiya .............. .2006-pres

W-X-Y-Z
Jackie Walsh ... .... . . . . . ....... .. . . .. 200 l
Denise Walters . . . ... . ... ... .. . .... .. .1996
Elisabeth Whitehouse ..... .. .. .. . ... 2004-06

2005-06
Natasha Morgan ... . . .. . . . . . ...... . . .. .2nd
Elisabeth Whitehouse . . . ... .... ... .. ... HM

NGCAA

INDIVIDUAL HONORS
ALL-SSC TEAM
2006-07 .... ... ... . .... . . .. ... Elise Brandt
2005-06 . . ... ... . .. .... . ... Natasha Morgan
2002-03 .... . . . . . . . ... .. . . .. Courtney Krell
ALL-SSC TOURNAMENT

2006-07
2003-04
2002-03
2002-03

.. . .... . .......... .Maha Haddioui
. ...... .. • .. . ......Josie Artymovich
. .. .. .. ...... .. .. . . .Courtney Krell
.... . ....... ... . . .... ...Esther Lee

ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN

Elise Brandt ............ . ... . . .. ... 2006-07
Megan Mangone ............ ... .... 2006-07
Maha Haddioui ...... . . ... .... •. ... 2006-07
Elise Brandt .... . .... . . .. . .. . . . . ... 2005-06

NAIA

ALL-AMERICAN

Anna Egertz .. . ................... . .. 1995
Josefin Stalvant ......... . ........ . . . .. 1995
Zoe Grimbeek . ........ .. ... ... ... . .. 1996
Erica Kiyota ..... . .. . . ... .. .. .. . . . ... 1996
Kristy Sirianni . . . . ...... . . . .... . .. .. .. 1996
Josefine Stalvant . ...... . .. . . ..... .. . .. 1996

NAIA ACADEMIC

ALL-AMERICAN

Josefin Stalvant .. . ..... . .. . .... . .. .. . . 1996
SSC FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR

NAIA
Natasha Morgan . .. . . . . ..... . .. .. .. 2003-04
Esther Lee .. ... ... . ....... ....... .2001-02

COACH OF THE YEAR

Gregg Cox ............ .. ............ 1995
Gregg Cox . . . . . . .......... . .. ... . .. . 1996

1-J-K
Gabriella Jakobsson .. .... .. .. . ...... 1999-01
Wendy Johnson ..... . . • . .. . . . . .. .. . 1993-95
Erica Kiyota . . . ........... .. , . .. . . .1994-96
Anna Kjelldorff .. ...... . . . . . .. ... . .2004-05
Britta Konary ..... . .. . . . ... .. ........ 2003
Colette Konicek .... .. .. .. ...... . ... 1997-98
Courtney Krell .... .. ..... . .... . ... 1999-02

NGCA

VS. CONFERENCE

ALL-REGION

2005-06

SUNSHINE STATE CONFERENCE

Natasha Morgan ....... .... ........ 1st Team
Elisabeth Whitehouse .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1st Team

NGCAA

ALL-AMERICAN

L-M
Pam Landquist .. . . .. . ... . . . . .. .. .. 1997-99
Esther Lee . . .... . ........... . ..... 2001-02
Antoinette Lefevre . . ....... . .. ... ..... 1993
Veronica Maldonado .. ... . ... . . . .... 1999-02
Megan Mangone .. ___ .......... .2005-pres
Katy McNicoll ................. .2005-pres
Stephanie Mensing ... .... . ... ..... . 1993-94
Courtnay Montgomery ....... . .. . . . .2001-04
Natasha Morgan .......... . .... . . . .2003-07
Jenny Moss . . .. ... . . .. ..... . . . .. .. . . .2002

2006-07
Natasha Morgan .. .. . . .... ... ..... ... .HM
Elise Brandt ... . . . ...... ... .... . . . .. .. HM

Year

Record

2006-07
2005-06
2004-05
2003-04
2002-03
2001-02
2000-01
1999-00
1998-99

...... . ... . ... . ...... 32-13-2
....................... 26-11
.................. . .... 17-14
.......... . .... . ........ 9-13
.................. : ...... 9-8
......... . .. .. ..... . .... 4-14
. . . . ........ . . . .......... 3-8
.... . .............. . .. . .7-10
.... . ................... 6-10

N-0-P
Ashley Nelson ..... . . . .. . .... . ..... 2003-06
Marjorie Nogveira ... . .. .. . , ... ... . .... 1996

0-R-S
Amanda Sabitoni ............... .2004-pres
Kelly Sheehan .. . ......... . . .. . . . . .. .. 1995
Kristy Sirianni . . ... . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. 1994-96
Carin Skold . . ..... ... . ...... . .. . . . 1997-98
Maria St. Lawrence . . ... . ... ... . .. ... .. 1993
Josefin Stalvant .. . ... . .. . .......... 1993-96

T-U-V
Gioia Tanto .... ...... .. . . . . . ..... .I 996-98
Nola Timble . .. . . . . ............... 2000-01

BACK Row (L·R):
FRONT Row(L·R):

C. BIBBY, A. SABITONI,
A. VAN DEN BOSCH, M.

B. KOHBERGER,
HALWASIYA,

M.

K. MCNICOLL, M. HADDIOUI, G. BIBBY
MANGONE,

R.

MANGONE,

A.

BEUCKMAN

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY...
Lynn University is a private, higher education
institution, located in prestigious Boca Rat0n,
Florida. Founded in 1962, the university
remains committed tO: instilling academic
excellence and the development of individual
talents and interest, while providing students
with a solid foundation for
lifelong learning and the
t0ols necessary to succeed
in t0day's fast-paced,
ever-changing global
environment.

ingly diverse needs of individual undergraduate and graduate students.
Lynn's academic curricula and programs are
structured co provide a balance between the
theoretical and the practical, along with
opportunities t0 become involved in community-based organizations and industries.

An affiliated Lynn University may be found in
Dublin, Ireland, and is called American College Dublin.

ABOUT THE CAMPUS ...
Lynn University is situated
on a picturesque 123-acre
campus, landscaped with
indigenous flowers and
tropical trees among seven
freshwater lakes. Students
thrive in che university's
state-of-the-art contemporary
facilities,
which
include: classroom buildings, men's and women's
residence halls, a library,
sports and recreation center,
student center, international
academic center, University
Club gourmet dining
facility, fitness center,
audit0rium, chapel and dining hall, all of which are air
conditioned. In addition,
Lynn University's campus
also features tennis, basketball and sand volleyball
courts, an outdoor swimming pool and soccer and
baseball fields. All of this is
located only three miles
from the Arlantic Ocean.
Lynn University is also
proud of its reputation as
one of the safest university
campuses in the country.

The university originally
received accreditation by
the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools
in 1967 and has upheld
the high standards of the
committee ever since.
The university, under the
direction of a Board of
Trustees, remains committed to the continuous
development of academic
programs that demonstrate the university s
vision of global transformation, multicultural
awareness and international exchange.
Currently, Lynn University offers bachelor's,
master's and doctoral
degrees in more than 24
different majors and 68
specializations that are
designed for traditional
students, as well as the
growing population of
adult learners, Today,
more than 2,585 students from 91 nations
and 44 states come t0
receive Lynn University's
unique learning experience and educational
value.
Lynn University provides
an environment that is private and personal,
as it is committed to student-centered learning, where faculty and staff provide
individualized attention tailored for students
of varying levels of academic proficiency. Faculty, staff and students contribute to an
atmosphere chat nurtures creativity, fosters
achievement and values diversity. Additionally, a full range of academic and support
programs are coordinated to serve the increas-

fessions. Lynn University has fulfilled its purpose when graduates leave the institution
having gained knowledge, confidence, competence, and imbued with a sense of values of
self worth and the world in which they live.

ABOUT BOCA RATON ...

Education and service are fully integrated to
meet the changing needs of the local and
global community. This integrative design
prepares our graduates to meet the dynamic
needs of the emerging global society.
Lynn University is proud of its tradition of
educating men and women who assume positions of responsibility as competent
professionals and leaders in their chosen pro-

Located on Florida's exclusive "gold coast," Lynn
University is situated between
Palm Beach and Fort Lauderdale,
in the heart of Boca Rat0n, which offers a cosmopolitan atmosphere with hometown
appeal. The fast-growing city attracts Fortune
500 companies, including IBM, Motorola,
Sensormatic and Siemens, providing excellent
internship and employment opportunities.
Transportation is also easily accessible with
Boca Raton centrally located in close proximity to three international airports.

Kevin came to Lynn in 1999 as associate dean of the Eugene M. and
Christine E. Lynn College of International Communication, where he
facilitated installation of its stare-of-the-art broadcast journalism curriculum,
studios and equipment.

Dr. Kevin Ross was
named rhe fifth president of Lynn University,
succeeding his father,
Dr. Donald E. Ross,
who was Lynn's president for the past 35
years. He took office
July l, 2006.
Kevin Ross has held numerous adminiscrative
positions in educational
institutions, including
Lynn. In his most recent
role preceding his presidency as chief operating
officer (COO), Kevin
initiated and oversaw
completion of Lynn's longrange strategic plan with the aid of Dr. George Keller, noted higher education strategic planning expert and author of "Academic Strategy: The
Management Revolution in American Higher Education." The long-range
plan tided, "Lynn 2020," provides a blueprint for developing Lynn University over the next 15 years (https://www.lynn.edu/2020).

Gregory J. Malficano has been associated with Lynn University for over a
quarter of a century - 35 years ro be precise - and has been a part of its
growth from Marymount College ro the College of Boca Raton to Lynn
University. Presently, Malficano serves as Senior Vice President for
Administration. His administrative duties cover a wide span of
responsibilities including oversight of the intercollegiate athletic program.
Malficano was instrumental in the Fighting Knights' move from the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division II and the Sunshine State
Conference. Under his leadership, Lynn University has won 18 individual
and 21 conference championships. Malfitano is presently a member of the
Sunshine State Conference Sportsmanship Committee.
Born to Beatrice Bradshaw Malfitano and the late Dr. Anthony Malficano
on June 20, 1953 in Syracuse, New York, Malfitano is one of seven siblings.
Raised in Syracuse, he attended Bishop Ludden High School, which a short
time ago honored him as an "Outstanding Alumni of the Class of 197 I."
Malfitano went on ro earn an Associate Degree from Marymount College,
a Bachelor's Degree from Wilmington College, and a Master's Degree from

Kevin also served as director of special projects, director of development,
and vice president of institutional advancement before assuming the COO
position in 2004. Under his guidance, the institutional advancement
division has increased in size, scope and achievements. Ir has embarked on
ambitious plans ro raise funds to support several new campus expansion
projects and academic program enhancements.
Kevin earned his B.A. degree in English in 1994 from Colgate University
and his Master of Arts in Liberal Arts in 1997 at St. John's College in
Annapolis, Md.
He recently received his doctorate in higher education leadership and policy
from Peabody College of Vanderbilt University. His dissertation topic was
"Bridging the Gap: A Multi-Case Study of the Adoption and
Implementation of Instructional Technology in Higher Education."
In addition to receiving in-depth leadership education from his father, Kevin
Ross has served as admissions officer and associate director of admissions at
two independent schools, The Hill School (Pottstown, Pa.), and Avon Old
Farms School (Avon, Conn.). His first higher education post was assistant
to the president ofWilmington College (Wilmington, Del.) .
He has served on the Palm Beach Literacy Coalition board of directors, the
President's advisory board of Pope John Paul II High School, and the
founding board of directors of Boca Raton Educational Television.
He and his wife, Kristen Carr Ross, are the parents of a daughter, Ainsley,
and a son, Graham. Kristen is a former vice president and current member
of the Junior League of Boca Raton, as well as the owner of a clothing
business.

Central Michigan
University.
A recipient of the
Outstanding Alumni
Award from Lynn
University in 1991 and
the Lifetime Achievement Award in 1998,
Malfitano
currently
serves as Vice President
of the One Hundred Club of Palm Beach County and was honored with the
1998 University of Notre Dame Exemplar Award for God, Country, and
Notre Dame.
Malfirano has two sons. Ryan is a 22-year-old alumnus of Elon University,
North Carolina and currently enrolled in the Masters program at Lynn
University. Taylor is a 19-year-old sophomore at Villanova University.

Kristen Moraz was named Lynn
University's sixth Director of Athletics on
June 29, 2006, becoming Lynn's second
female athletics director and one of fewer
than 50 women ADs, out of 289, in
NCM Division II. She previously
served as Associate Athletics Director and
Senior Women's Administrator.
Her first year as AD proved eventful
across the board as two athletic reams
won Sunshine State Conference titles, six
programs
reached
the
NCM
Tournament and men's tennis won its
first national tide.
Moraz, a member of the SSC Basketball
Championships Committee since 2005,
also chaired the 2007 SSC Men's and
Women's Basketball Championships,
hosted oy Lynn University for the first
time in school history. She will also
begin work with the Men's Tennis South
Regional Advisory Committee starting in
the fall of 2007.
During her time as Associate AD, the
Columbia, Md. native handled a myriad
of duties for the 11-sport Fighting Knight program, including
overseeing budgets, supervising coaches and teams and serving as
co-advisor to Lynn's very active Student Athlete Athletic Council
(SMC). She was as a representative on the NCM Division II
Softball South Region Advisory Committee (2004-06) and served
as a point person for all home events and conference
championships held on the Lynn campus.
Moraz is well aware what Lynn student-athletes go through on a
daily basis as she competed on the hardwood for the Knights from
1993-97. She was a four-year letterwinner for the women's
basketball team and served as team captain during her senior year.
Moraz was part of the Knights' 24-5 squad that advanced to the

NAIA National Tournament its inaugural
season.
She also found time to be a campus
leader, serving as Student Government
Association president during her senior
year, a member of the Knights of the
Roundtable honorary society and
recipient of the Trustee's Medal, the
university's highest honor for a
graduating senior. Moraz earned her
Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration from Lynn in 1997 and a
Master of Business Administration from
Lynn in 2000. She is currently an ABD
doctoral candidate at Capella University's
School of Business.
Following her playing days, Moraz spent
time in the private sector and as Lynn's
student activities coordinator from 19982000 before returning as Assistant
Athletic Director in the summer of 2002.
She has also served as a mentor for Lynn's
freshman transition program, First-Year
Experience.
A 1993 graduate of Hammond High
School in Columbia, she played on the Maryland Class 2A Scace
Champion Golden Bears girl's basketball team. Her high school
accomplishments led Lynn University to recruit Moraz for its first
women's basketball team in 1993.
Moraz is a member of the National Association of Collegiate
Women Athletics Administrators (NACWM), National
Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA),
Division II Athletics Directors Association (DII ADA) and Young
Professionals Board for the chamber's Golden Bell Education
Foundation and volunteers with the Greater Boca Raton Chamber
of Commerce.

r
Dr. Ralph Norcia enters his 17th year
at Lynn University and sixth year as the
Faculty
Athletics
Representative.
Presently a professor in the College of
Business and MaRagernent, he has held
the positions of MBA Coordinaror,
Associate Dean and Dean of the
business school while at Lynn.

Previously, he had held educational
positions at Northern Virginia
Community College, the University
of Maryland,
George
Mason
University, American University,
Trinity College, Montgomery
Community College and New York
Tech.

In his position as the Faculty Athletics
Representative, Dr. Norcia verifies
academic eligibility for all studentathletes, administers the recruitment
certification test to all coaches, chairs
the Athletic Council, serves on the
Sunshine State Conference Budget
Committee and meets with studentathletes regardi~g their specific athletic
programs.

Norcio holds a Bachelors of Science
and Masters of Science in Biology,
which he received from Georgetown
University, and a Master of Business
Administration from Cornell
University. He earned his Doctorate
of
Philosophy
m
Business
Administration from the Union
Institute after presenting his
dissertation "A Study of a NonTraditional Population as They
Participated in an Entrepreneurial
Skills Program."

During his time at Lynn, he has been
named Outstanding Professor three
times
by
voting
of students,
Outstanding Teacher by a vote of
faculty and was awarded the prestigious
Fulbright Scholarship, where he lectured in Finance at the
Academy of Economic Science in Bucharest, Romania.
A certified public accountant, management accountant and
financial manager, Dr. Norcia was a partner at Walden and
Norcia and was co-owner and vice-president of P. S. & B
Enterprises, LTD prior to returning to the academic field.

Dr. Norcia also serves on the Board
of Directors for the International
Assembly for College Business Education and the Executive
Board for the South Florida Chapter of Fulbright Association.
The father of Jessica Norcia, 22, Dr. Norcia can be seen
regularly in rhe stands of Lynn University athletic events
during his spare time.
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SUNSHINE STATE CONFERENCE MEMBERS
BARRY UNIVERSITY (SINCE 1988)
ECKERD COLLEGE (CHARTER MEMBER 1975)
FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE (CHARTER MEMBER 1975)
FLORIDA TECH (SINCE 1981)
LYNN UNIVERSITY (SINCE 1997)
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY (SINCE 2002)
ROUINS COLLEGE (CHARTER MEMBER 1975)
SAINT LEO UNIVERSITY (CHARTER MEMBER 1975)
UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA (SINCE 1981)

THE Sunshine State Conference
Founded in March of 1975, the
Sunshine State Conference has
risen
from
a
single-sport
organization to become the NCAA
Division II "Conference of
Champions." Started as a
basketball conference, The SSC
has since grown steadily in sports
played, membership and national
prominence. A weekly check of
national rankings in nearly any
Division II sport proves the point, as
SSC
member
institutions
consistently find themselves ranked
amongst the nation's elite.
Now with nine full members, the
SSC is the proud owner of some 67
NCAA Division 11 National
Championships in baseball, men's
basketball, men's and women's
golf, softball, men's and women's
tennis, men's and women's soccer
and volleyball. The Orlando-based
league recently added to its already
full trophy case with Rollins College
capturing their fourth consecutive
women's golf title and the
University of Tampa claming their
fourth
baseball
national
championship.
The SSC currently crowns regularseason champions in volleyball,
men's and women's soccer, men's
and women's basketball, baseball
and softball. The league also
administers season-ending
tournaments in men's and women's
soccer, men's and women's
basketball, men's and women's
golf, men's and women's tennis and
women's rowing.

Florida Tech

Panthers

BASEBALL: Tampa
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Rollins College
MEN'S GOLF: Nova Southeastern
MEN'S SOCCER: Rollins College
MEN'S TENNIS: Lynn University

SOFTBALL: Florida Southern
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Tampa
WOMEN'S GoLF: Florida Southern
WOMEN'S SOCCER: Tanipii
WOMEN'S TENNIS: Lynn University
VOLLEYBALL: Tampa
WOMEN'S ROWING: Nova Southeastern
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Florida Southern WOMEN'S CRoss CouNTRV: Florida Southern

Commissioner: Mike Marcil
Assistant Commissioner Internal Operations: Kelly Harrison
Assistant Commissioner External Operations: Noel Beaulieu

407.248.8460 (T). 407.248.8325 (F)

MCCUSKER SPORTS COMPLEX
Mccusker Sports Complex is the home of the
baseball, softball, soccer and tennis teams at
Lynn University and has been the host of
Sunshine State Conference and NCAA
Regional tournaments.
BASEBALL: The baseball field is located on the
southeast corner of campus, sharing a border
with Military Trail and Potomac Boulevard .
Long home runs can be seen crossing midday traffic. The baseball team has strung
together three consecutive 30-win seasons
under skipper Rudy Garbalosa, just the
second time this has happened in program
history.

LYNN UNIVERSIT Y BASEB LL FIELD

SOFTBALL: The softball field is located
adjacent to the baseball field and share
outfield bleachers. This field saw a program
record 88 home.runs sail over its fences in
2005, which are 190 down the lines and 220
to straightaway center field. The softball field
received a face lift in 2006 with the possibility
of a new stadium in the near future.
SoccER: The men's and women's soccer
team call this place home, which is located
on the southwest corner of the Lynn
University campus. The soccer field hosted
the 2003 Sunshine State Conference
semifinals and finals as well as the 2006
.quarterfinals round of the NCAA Division II
National Tournament.
Six national
championship teams tiave played on the
soccer field formerly known as "the
graveyard."

LYNN UNIVERSITY

OFTB L

IE

TENNIS: Both men's and women's tennis
teams host their events on the complex's six
tennis courts. Both the men's and women's
tennis teams hosted the NCAA South
Regional tournament in 2005, 2006 and
2007, the first time in program history that
occurred . The women's tennis team has won
six national championships while the men's
program celebrated its first national crown in
2007. These two programs have combined
for 10 Sunshine State Conference
Championships as Lynn also became the first
school in conference history to hold back-toback titles on both the men's and women's
side simultaneously.

DE HOERNLE SPORTS CENTER
The de Hoernle Sports Center is the home to
men's and women's basketball and volleyball.
The gym recently increased its capacity to
1,000 seats to go along with its four locker
rooms as it hosted the 2006-07 Sunshine
State Conference basketball tournament for
the first time in school history.
OE

H• ERNLE

SPORTS CENTER ( BASKETBAL d

FIGHTING KNIGHTS
z_(X)J-Oe SCH EDU LE
FALL
Tournament
Coker College Invite
Spartan Invite
NSU Fall Invite
Rollins College Invite

Dates
Sep.24-25
Oct. 8-9
Oct. 15-16
Oct. 29-30

SPRING
Tournament
Titan Winter Invite
The Matlock Invite
Southern California Invite
Southeastern Collegiate
Buccaneer Invite
Argonaut Invite
SSC Tournament
NCAA Super Regional
NCAA Tournament

Site
Dates
Suntree C.C.
Feb 4-5
Grasslands Golf Course
Feb. 11-12
Marbella C.C.
Mar. 10-11
Kinderlou Forest G.C.
Mar 16-18
Mar. 31-Apr. 1 Westview C.C.
Tiger Point G.C.
Apr. 7-8
Apr. 14-15
The Duran Club
TBA
May 5-7
Houston, Texas
May 20-23

Host
Brevard CC
Florida Southern
U.C.-San Diego
Valdosta State
Barry
West Florida
Florida Tech
TBA
Rice

FALL
Tournament
Lady Falcon Invite
Fall Slam Invite
NSU Fall Classic

Dates
Sep. 22-23
Oct. 1-2
Oct. 15-16

Host
Daytona Beach CC
· Flagler
Nova Southeastern..

SPRING
Tournament
Tusculum ·lnvite
Lady Moc Invite
Spring Lake Invite
Peggy Kirk Bell
NSU Unicco Invite
SSC Tournament
NCAA Regional
NCAA Nationals

Dates
Feb.9-10
Feb. 24-26
Mar. 7-8
Mar. 10-11
Mar. 24-25
Apr. 14-15
May
May

l:-

.

Host
Site
Orange County National G.C.
Coker College
Tampa
Rogers Park Golf Course
PGA National-Haig Course Resort Nova Southeastern
Forest Lake Golf Course
Rollins College

LPGA International
World Golf Village
PGA National
. ,._ ..... _
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